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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

This issue of the IRDA Journal comes to you with some very interesting thoughts and ideas on taking
insurance to the rural areas of the country. Doubtless many companies are using these and other inspired and
innovative ideas, but the ideas and experiences outlined here offer a glimpse of the nature and size of the
potential involved in the rural markets.

Mr. Apparao Machiraju expounds a new marketing method, almost centuries old in other markets, and not
unknown in the marketing system of other products in India, called Debit Marketing. For serving the rural
markets – as opposed to just selling to the rural markets – this seems to be a workable idea to try.

Mr. G. V. Rao outlines the size of the market as exploited by other industries and urges that using the
networks created by those others would be a good way for the insurance industry to get a foothold and flourish
in the rural areas.

And that is exactly what Mr. R. Krishnamurthy of SBI Life seems to have done and to his satisfaction too.
Read about his experience in developing the regional rural banks’ presence and local knowledge in his company’s
quest to capture premium from the villages of India.

Whether it is a regulatory obligation (which it is) or not, the rural market is obviously the goldmine waiting
to enrich the daring thinker and doer. And our insurance companies are probably only rallying their resources
to make a determined and sustained attack on the markets very like what the consumer goods and banking
industries have done, and see the same if not more success.

The next issue will take a look at advertising of insurance. The topic is bound to be interesting both from the
point of view of the message to the consumer as well as the intentions of the Regulator to make sure that any
communication is not misleading.

Statistics constitute a sizeable part of the offerings this month and tracking what is happening in the market
gets more interesting all the time.

The professional development piece in the last issue by Mr. Shiva Belavadi has elicited a lot of interest. Read
more about it on page 46. Read also a new piece on developing professionalism in this issue by Ms. Anasuya
Chaudhuri-Ghosh who positions the underwriter as marketer!

We have received some response to the survey published last month. We would like to hear from more and
more of you, so we give you the format this month too. Please take a few minutes and fill it up to help us make
the magazine more to your liking and more useful to you. You can also e-mail us your responses.

We move towards our first anniversary shortly and would like to hear from you to ascertain what more you
want us to do.

K. Nitya Kalyani

oing the DistanceG
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VANTAGE POINT

Catching the Star
K. Nitya Kalyani

Selling dreams can be
dangerous. Not only for

the buyer but for the
sellers also. In the plural.

And we are not talking
advertising here!

Dreams and aspirations. Of the idyllic
life without worries, fear or hardship.
Trials melting away, threats staved
off….. Isn’t that what insurance
promises? But then, isn’t dreams what
advertising too sells?

If the advertising industry is known
for its dream merchants, insurance is
not far behind, in a sense, giving the
shape of hard cash and a helping hand
in the time of financial need, and most
likely, deep personal or professional
emotional distress and disaster.

And the combination of the two,
advertising for insurance can be highly
flammable indeed!

With a larger industry, advertising
insurance is a happening activity now
and that is apparent if you open any
print publication, but more so if you
switch on your televisions or the radio.

And why not? Supposedly, a
mouthwateringly major part of the
insurable population is not insured.
And that is only for life insurance. Do
many of us know lots of people who have
other insurance except for their vehicles
and a life policy or two.

What an opportunity! Both for the new
insurers and the advertising industry.

And it is interesting to see the gamut
of advertising tones and hues, and

messages that are chosen to carry the
message of security.

A lot of it is based on emotional
appeal and dreams and hopes and
aspirations for a safe, and maybe better,
future. Pensions are not the least a part
of this package that the two original
dream merchants offer from every
hoarding, magazine, newspaper and TV
channel, not to speak of radio stations,
but that is a game that is yet to even
start in right earnest!

Selling dreams can be dangerous.
Not only for the buyer but for the sellers
also. In the plural. For one broken
promise or failed dream merchant can
maim all the rest. And we are not
talking advertising here!

The insurance industry, or any
industry that has a fiduciary
responsibility, hardly relishes a failure.

Even that of its rivals. For the feeble
hearts of the customers will break. And
they will line up in front of their bank
branches to withdraw their life savings
or place those sell orders the moment
they wake up to bad news.

Which is why financial advertising
has so many rules and constraints.
Ephemeral as a single  art pull, TV
commercial or radio jingle is in the life
of an insurance company or an
advertising agency, it can be the turning
point in the life of a potential customer.
The one that makes him write that
cheque. The purchase he either lives to
rejoice over or regret.

It’s hard enough making dreams
come true, but keeping an eagle eye on
the kind of dreams you can promise to
make come true is what the advertising
regulations of the IRDA for instance is
meant to do. That’s the Regulator’s
promise.

Because advertising offers you a
dream of a dream. A promise of a
promise. All meant to come true in the
misty future. And none of them should
let you down. And the only way to ensure
that is to look with a clear eye and an
inquiring mind at anything that is
promised to you. Whether by an
advertisement, or otherwise, by an
insurance company.

Which one should you hitch your wagon on?

How do you make out what they are?

Our next Issue Focus is on advertising and

insurance. Want to write in it?  Send us your

thoughts by October 20, 2003.

THE STARS ARE OUT!
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IN THE AIR

As for the industry, he views the
challenges as two-fold. One is that there
are new marketing channels and the
industry has the facility and
responsibility to use them wisely. The
Regulator should see to it that
bancassurance develops. Products

After an eight month wait, the IRDA got
a new Member (Life). Mr. T. K. Banerjee,
who retired in the end of August from the
Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC)
as Executive Director (Marketing and
International Operations), took over his
new post in early September.

A 1966 recruit to the LIC,
Mr. Banerjee has been in charge of its
largest zone, the western zone, among
other assignments during his 37 year long
tenure with the company.

Looking forward to his stint with the
IRDA, he envisages his role here as trying
to bring in the best practices from the
world over to the Indian industry in
addition to financial and actuarial
monitoring.

Publicity and information aimed at
the policyholder should be an important
part of IRDA’s activities, he feels. And
not an easy task either, given that it is
an intangible financial instrument that
we are talking about. “Building the
confidence of the policyholder is critical
and for this the credibility of the
insurance companies is important,” he
points out.

People should also be made aware that
the growth that is taking place in some
areas, like unit-linked policies, are new to
the country and they should be given a
clear understanding of the risk levels
involved in those investments. That
awareness building, he feels, is important.

of insurance has to grow as only the top
five per cent of the population is now
covered.

The IRDA is an important
stakeholder in the development of this
class of business due to the important
social implications it holds, says
Mr. Banerjee, who chaired the first
IRDA meeting on healthcare and health
insurance development that was
attended by all the stakeholders like
hospitals, the Employee State
Insurance Corporation (ESIC), officials
of the health and finance departments
of the Union Government, insurers,
Third Party administrators-health
services (TPAs), non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) and institutions
interested in micro-insurance.

This is a huge issue and needs a
bigger dialogue to be solved, he says.

Mr. Banerjee’s only son works in
Mumbai in the software industry. His
wife, a homemaker, will move to be with
him in Hyderabad shortly. This will be,
for her another dreaded act of moving
home in her lifelong moves with him
literally every two years as he was
transferred during his LIC service!

But once this good-humoured
Bengali gentleman settles down in a
home and they start listening to that
traditional favourite, Rabindra
Sangeet, things should all be back to
normal for her as well!

aligned to banking products have to be
developed by insurance sector specially
for marketing through this channel he
prescribes, or else the channel could
suffer due to its impersonal nature.

One pet area of his is health
insurance. Whether through the general
insurance industry as health covers or
through life insurers as riders, this class

The IRDA has stipulated that only group life insurance
policies covering at least 1000 life years can offer
profit sharing.

In schemes where the available experience is less
than this, profit sharing arrangements are to be deferred
until the end of the scheme year in which the minimum
number of life years of 1000 is reached on a cumulative
basis prospectively. Profit sharing will not be allowed
except on a scheme year basis.

This guideline, effective from September 1, 2003,
has been issued by the IRDA after consulting with the
chief executive officers (CEOs) and appointed actuaries

(AA) of life companies in order to establish a standard
market practice with regard to profit sharing/
experience rating.

Where schemes have commenced before this date
and profit sharing arrangement is provided it can
continue and the formula and assumptions for these
should be filed immediately with the IRDA. But if it is
yet to be provided for the first time then the new
guidelines will apply.

The decision on whether to carry forward losses or
not shall be decided by the AA taking into account
related factors like pricing basis, percentage of profit

sharing formula and assumptions for profit sharing.

Also, the guidelines state that the profit sharing
percentage shall not exceed 75 per cent if the number
of life years for a scheme is less than one lakh and
shall not exceed 90 per cent if the number of life
years is equal to or more than one lakh.

The mortality assumption for this purpose shall not
be lighter than 60 per cent of the rates under the
standard mortality table prescribed for the pricing
assumptions which is currently the LIC (94-96)
ultimate mortality experience.

The experience rating/ profit sharing formula and
related assumptions should be furnished at the time
of filing the product with the Authority.

Profit sharing in group schemes
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Self Discipline
In keeping with the IRDA’s approach to
ensure the healthy growth of the
industry by encouraging strong self-
regulatory systems, the Life Insurance
Council, comprising all registered life
insurance companies in the country, has
been working towards adopting a code
of conduct and good practice.

In its meeting on August 14, the
Council decided on various areas of
operation where the code of conduct
applies, and outlined its standards.

The primary requirement is for
companies to provide illustrations
based on gross investment return
assumed on the policies they are trying
to sell to customers. These illustrations
– mandatory from January 1, 2004,
must be prepared in consultation with
the Appointed Actuary and authorised
for use by the management of the
company. They should be reasonable
and fair to enable the customer to make
an informed decision.

The illustration should contain at
least two views of the returns on the
policy, a higher rate and a lower rate.
Both these rates will be decided by the
Council from time to time and have to
be adhered to by all life insurers in that
an insurer can use a lower rate than
what the Council has decided but not a
higher rate.

All charges in respect of fund
management and policy charges are to
be deducted from these return
assumptions, and such deductions
included explicitly within the
illustration tables.

The illustrations should also contain
the company’s policy on surrender
values. A company may show
illustrative surrender values if it wishes
and may indicate whether or not they
are guaranteed.

Further, the illustrations must be
reviewed at least once a year in April.
The Council, if required by the IRDA,
may revise illustration rates more
frequently than annually.

The illustrations should also carry
the following standardised warning on
the front page in the same size type as
the rest of the text.

The warning should read: Some
benefits are guaranteed and some
benefits are variable with returns based
on the future performance of your life
insurance company. If your policy offers
guaranteed returns then these will be
clearly marked ‘guaranteed’ in the
illustration table on this page. If your
policy offers variable returns then the
illustrations on this page will show two
different rates of assumed future
investment returns. These assumed
rates of return are not guaranteed and
they are not the upper or lower limits of

what you might get back as the value of
your policy is dependent on a number of
factors including future investment
performance.”

Other code of conduct standards
come into effect immediately and apply
to product design, brochures, premium
receipts and information to
policyholders like policy information
statements and periodic statements.

Standards relating to product
design include the condition that riders
should not be made compulsory at
any time during the term of the policy.
Where an insurer proposes to defer
the policyholder’s rights to participate
in surplus, the insurer is to make
a clear statement to that effect
in the sales brochure.

Sales brochures should be written
in simple and unambiguous language
and be discontinued or updated in order
to ensure it is never misleading. The
information in brochures should be
consistent with the terms and
conditions filed with the Regulator.

Further, any reference to past
performance should be appropriate to
the product being illustrated and
should carry a disclaimer that past
performance may not be a guide to future
performance which may be different.

Sales material should clearly
distinguish between guaranteed and
non-guaranteed benefits and state that
the quantum of benefits in respect of
non-guaranteed products may vary.

All sales material is to be reviewed
at least once a year and revised it where
it is not valid.

There are aspects of the code
covering premium receipts too. Where
coverage starts only on acceptance of the
proposal but the payment is already
made, the receipt shall state that
insurance protection will only be
effective from the date of acceptance of
the risk. Similar information should be
made clear to the prospective customer
when a deposit is made along with the
proposal.

A policy information statement
should be given by the life insurer along
with a life policy. If the policy document
does not contain it, then the policy
information statement shall contain
information on the facility available for
mode and periodicity of payment of
premium, the person or office to be
contacted for any enquiry or service
relating to the policy, the importance of
advising the insurer of any change of
address or the policyholder or nominee
and the availability of a mechanism to
address complaints and grievances of
policyholders and information about the
Insurance Ombudsman system for
dispute resolution if the need arises.

The life insurer should also inform
all policyholders of the status of their
policy annually.

Illustrations should be
reasonable and fair to
enable the customer to

make an informed
decision. They should
carry a standardised
warning relating to

returns and benefits.

- Life Insurers Agree on Code of Conduct
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The Expert Committee on brokers,
agents and their remuneration, formed
by the IRDA in August has been holding
public hearings in metropolitan cities
to elicit the views of the various
stakeholders on the issues they are
deliberating upon.

While meetings in Delhi and
Mumbai were held on September 19
and 20 and 27 and 29 respectively, a
meeting in Chennai is scheduled for
October 10 and 11 at Chennai (Park
Hotel, Nungambakkam High Road,
Chennai - 34) and at Kolkata on October
13 (National Insurance Co. Ltd. 3,
Middleton Street, Kolkata). All
hearings will be held between 10 am
and 7 pm.

Those wishing to contact the
Secretariat of the Committee may
e-mail Mr. Prabodh Chander,
Executive Director, IRDA, on
pchander@irdaonline.org or
Mr. Arup Chatterjee, Deputy Director,
IRDA on arup@irdaonline.org or write
to the Authority’s Head Office at
Parisrama Bhavanam, Basheer Bagh,
Hyderabad - 500004.

The Committee would like to have
the benefit of the advice of stakeholders
and members of the public who are
requested to communicate their point
of view in writing to the Committee via
post or by e-mail.

The Committee would also be happy
to have a personal discussion with
interested parties on any one of the
dates mentioned above subject to prior
appointment.

The Committee was formed on
September 1, 2003, following the receipt
of representations from various
interests such as insurers, insurance
consumers, field officers of insurers,
chambers of commerce and members of
Parliament on its Notification/ Order
dated May 30, 2003, which modified its
earlier notification of March 22, 2003.

The former notification was made
effective from June 15, 2003, and it
withdrew the facility of the special
discount earlier being paid in all classes

of business to non-public sector entities
and also stopped brokerage or
commission payment in respect of
business emanating from public sector
undertakings (defined as Government
companies under Companies Act). The
insurer, in the latter case was permitted
to grant a discount on the face of the
policy if he so chooses.

The Authority examined the
representations and concerns shown on
the subject and decided to keep the
notification under abeyance with
immediate effect and issued orders to
that effect on July 16, 2003.

Since, the subject in question relates
not only to special discount, agency
commission, brokers’ remuneration,
differential rates/ scales of procurement
of insurance business and rebates but
to a wider range of issues, it was decided
to constitute an expert committee with
the following terms of reference:

1. To make specific recommendations:

■ Whether the discount in lieu of agency
commission and remuneration
currently enjoyed by certain segments
of policyholders should continue or
discontinue or be modified in the
interest the of future growth of
insurance market.

■ Whether any special dispensation is
required to be given for Government,
public sector unit and corporate
clients.

■ Whether there should be linkage of this
discount/ commission/ remuneration
with the paid up capital of the insured.

■ Whether the kind of commission/
remuneration encourages rebate and
its effects on business development
and procurement cost as compared
to the services to be rendered by the
intermediaries.

■ Whether there should be a
differential rate of commission/
remuneration to agents/ brokers in
general and with special reference to
health insurance, personal lines,
social and rural sector insurance
business.

Broking Committee in listening mode

2. To examine the role of intermediaries
viz. agents and brokers in the current
insurance market scenario and to make
suitable recommendations:

■ Clarifying their utility to the future
growth of the insurance industry in
spreading risk awareness and
widening the customer base in
respect of both tariff and non-tariff
business.

■ On the value-added services to be
provided to justify compensation
received in terms of commission and
brokerage.

■ On the regulatory safeguards to be
considered to eliminate unhealthy
practices of rebating and other
undesirable market practices
inhibiting competition by fair means.

3. To examine the feasibility of referral
fee/ charges arrangements in the context
of co-operatives, panchayats, banks,
non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) and other such marketing
intermediaries while specifying their
role and duties.

4. If any legislative/ regulatory changes
are needed in pursuit of the objectives.

5. Any other matter as the Committee
may consider relevant for the market
conduct and long-term development of
the distribution channels by creating an
efficient and viable intermediary
channel-mix in the best interests of the
future growth of the market, the
insurers and the insuring public.
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Report Card:LIFE

1 Allianz Bajaj 908.41 3,473.53 0.80 14,639 53,323 0.79
Individual Single Premium 33.69 239.90 99 623
Individual Non-Single Premium 868.29 3,213.69 14,538 52,685
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium 6.43 19.94 2 15

2 ING Vysya 233.59 951.25 0.22 3,825 15,576 0.23
Individual Single Premium 18.30 2,692
Individual Non-Single Premium 233.59 932.95 3,825 12,884
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium

3 AMP Sanmar 117.31 481.23 0.11 2,777 9,512 0.14
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium 109.40 417.05 2,774 9,505
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium 7.92 64.18 3 7

4 SBI Life 732.84 2,079.08 0.48 4,355 10,979 0.16
Individual Single Premium 107.45 288.76 148 432
Individual Non-Single Premium 191.14 566.04 4,177 10,463
Group Single Premium 286.99 771.53 6 10
Group Non-Single Premium 147.26 452.75 24 74

5 Tata AIG 1,164.87 4,789.94 1.11 12,508 47,760 0.71
Individual Single Premium
Individual Non-Single Premium 953.34 3,728.14 12,503 47,731
Group Single Premium 40.02 157.81 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 171.51 904.00 5 29

S.No. Insurer
Premium  u/w % of Premium No. of Policies

% of
Policies

August Upto August Upto August August Upto August Upto August

(Rs. in lakhs)

First Year Premium – August 2003

Based on the statistics furnished by  life
insurers for the five months ended August,
2003, here is a brief analysis of the trends
of the first year premium (including single
premium).

The thirteen life insurers have
garnered first year insurance premium of
Rs.4,33,456.11 lakhs towards 67,72,402
policies.  Of this, individual business
accounted for Rs.3,54,678.91 lakhs for
67,68,134 policies.  The group business
accounted for Rs.78,777.19 lakhs towards
4,268 policies.

An analysis of individual business
statistics further reveals that LIC accounted
for 88.80 per cent of the business in terms

of premium and 94.22 per cent in terms of
policies.  As against this, the private insurers
captured 11.20 per cent of the premium and
5.78 per cent of the policies.

In terms of group business, LIC captured
93.79 per cent of the premium and 93.70 per
cent of the policies.  The twelve private insurers
captured only 6.21 per cent of the premium
and 6.30 per cent of the policies underwritten
during the period for group business.

ICICI Prudential continued to lead with
a 3.07 per cent market share of the
premium underwritten and 1.34 per cent
of the number of policies, followed by
HDFC Standard Life in terms of number
of policies and Birla Sunlife in terms of
premium underwritten.

For the two-month period of July and
August, 2003, the Varishtha Pension Bima
Yojana launched by the LIC, procured
premiums of Rs.1,64,224.72 lakhs for
89,691 policies.

The private players have, during the
first five months of the current financial
year, underwritten 46.56 per cent of the
first year premium (including single
premium) of the business they did in the
entire previous year.  In comparison, LIC
has achieved 24.34 per cent of the business
it wrote for all of last year.

Traditionally, LIC writes the bulk of its
business during the last quarter of any given
year.  In terms of market share, during the
first five months the market share of the
private players has gone up to 10.29 per
cent as against 5.66 per cent in FY 2002-03.
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6 HDFC Standard 974.26 5,496.73 1.27 10,504 59,922 0.88
Individual Single Premium 318.85 1,933.71 705 4,589
Individual Non-Single Premium 611.56 3,350.83 9,791 55,286
Group Single Premium 43.85 212.19 8 47
Group Non-Single Premium

7 ICICI Prudential 3,426.90 13,310.55 3.07 18,146 90,505 1.34
Individual Single Premium 934.00 2,928.00 755 3,420
Individual Non-Single Premium 2,490.00 10,374.30 17,388 87,078
Group Single Premium 2.90 8.25 3 7
Group Non-Single Premium

8 Birla Sunlife 2,521.46 6,547.39 1.51 8,350 29,125 0.43
Individual Single Premium 119.72 362.45 1,741 4080
Individual Non-Single Premium 1,268.80 4,477.03 6,601 25,019
Group Single Premium 38.37 134.29
Group Non-Single Premium 1,094.57 1,573.62 8 26

9 Aviva 503.21 1,672.96 0.39 5,279 21,843 0.32
Individual Single Premium 31.20 102.10 53 218
Individual Non-Single Premium 469.16 1,565.45 5,224 21,621
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium 2.84 5.41 2 4

10 OM Kotak 588.00 2,114.71 0.49 3,618 13,114 0.19
Individual Single Premium 13.85 176.14 16 109
Individual Non-Single Premium 520.21 1,505.25 3,599 12,992
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium 53.95 433.32 3 13

11 Max New York 829.40 3,156.67 0.73 7,975 34,245 0.51
Individual Single Premium 11.58 41.67 18 63
Individual Non-Single Premium 788.72 2,965.23 7,948 34,146
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium 29.10 149.77 9 36

12 MetLife 136.34 542.59 0.13 1,482 5,481 0.08
Individual Single Premium 2.88 11.96 15 69
Individual Non-Single Premium 133.46 529.53 1,467 5,411
Group Single Premium
Group Non-Single Premium 1.10 1

Private Total 12,136.58 44,616.63 10.29 93,458 3,91,385 5.78

13 LIC 92,238.30 3,88,839.48 89.71 17,82,484 63,81,017 94.22
Individual Premium* 78,018.57 3,14,950.43 17,81,383 63,77,018
Group Single Premium 14,219.73 73,889.05 1101 3999
Group Non-Single Premium

Grand Total 1,04,374.88 4,33,456.11 100.00 18,75,942 67,72,402 100

S.No. Insurer
Premium  u/w % of Premium No. of Policies

% of
Policies

August Upto August Upto August August Upto August Upto August

* Break up into Single and Non-Single Premium not available.

(Rs. in lakhs)
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A doctor has several duties towards his
patient and if he does not attend the
patient with care and diligence then he
certainly has committed negligence.

In the case of Dr. Laxman
Balkrishna Joshi Vs. Dr. Trimbak Bapu
Godbole & Anr., AIR 1969 SC/28, the
Honourable Supreme Court has
observed that ‘a person who holds
himself out ready to give medical advice
and treatment impliedly undertakes
that he is possessed of skill and
knowledge for the purpose.

Such a person when consulted by a
patient owes him certain duties, viz., a
duty of care in deciding whether to
undertake the case, a duty of care in
deciding what treatment to give or a
duty of care in the administration of that
treatment.

The practitioner must bring to his
task a reasonable degree of skill and
knowledge and must exercise a
reasonable degree of care. Neither the
very highest nor a very low degree of care
and competence judged in the light of
the particular circumstances of each is
what the law requires. The doctor has a
discretion in choosing treatment which
he proposes to give to the patient.

An experienced eye surgeon decided
to treat the patient. He operated and
kept the patient admitted in the
government hospital and, after five days,
discharged her.

When an infection developed he
referred the patient to a specialised
centre. Referring the patient thus
revealed that the doctor was vigilant
about the condition of the patient.

Hence, this cannot be treated as
negligence (Dr. P.C. Dwivedi Vs
Smt. Kamalabai Pandey, III (2003) CPJ
170). Moreover, Mrs. Kamalabai was
treated in a government hospital where
no fees was charged from her. She was
not consumer within the definition of

Doctor’s Duty of ‘Care’
H.K. Awasthi

consumer as defined under Sec. 2(1) (d)
of the Consumer Protection Act, 1986.

However, there is another example
where the doctor failed to carry out the
care in the administration of a
particular treatment. Mrs. Santosh Bai,
pregnant wife of Mr. Ramesh Chandra
Prajapati, was admitted to Ujjain
Charitable Hospital on the advice of
Dr. Jaya Mishra, a gynaecologist, who
got the sonography test done on March,
30, 1999 at 1 pm.

The patient was admitted at 3 pm.
The doctor found the foetus dead.
Dr. Jaya Mishra again examined the
patient and prescribed medicines and
injections for inducing vaginal delivery
within 12 to 14 hours and, if
contingencies arose, caesarian delivery
was to be done. She then went home.

The nurses administered injections
as recommended by the doctor. After
sometime the patient was restless and
there was much bleeding from vagina.
The nurses reported the matter to the
doctor who said that the bleeding was
usual and there was no need to worry.

After sometime, there was excessive
bleeding and the matter was reported
to the doctor again but she did not pay
any attention to the request. The
patient remained unattended by
Dr. Mishra, only the nurses were
attending her and the patient expired
on March 31, at 8.30 pm. The matter
was reported to the police.

A complaint was lodged before the
district consumer disputes redressal
forum claiming a compensation of
Rs. three lakhs for death due to
negligence and Rs.7,500 and Rs.500 as
costs of the proceedings.

The district forum held Dr. Mishra
responsible for medical negligence and,
therefore, awarded a compensation of
Rs.80,000 to be paid jointly or severally
by Dr. Mishra and Ujjain Charitable
Hospital and also Rs.500 as costs.
However, Dr. Mishra and Ujjain
Charitable Hospital preferred an
appeal before the Madhya Pradesh
State Consumer Disputes Redressal
Commission, Bhopal, which did not find
any reason to interfere with the finding
of the district forum as, on analysis of
the details, the doctors and the hospital
were negligent in administration of
treatment to the patient.

The Commission observed that
when the bleeding started and the
condition of the patient became serious
and unmanageable it was the duty of
the hospital staff as well as of
Dr. Mishra to attend the patient on an
emergency basis and, if there was
excessive bleeding she should have
made efforts to check the bleeding or
decided on an immediate caesarean
section, the removal of uterus and
packing of the bleeding point.
That means administration of the
treatment was the duty which should
have been performed by the doctor and
staff which they failed to do.

This failure in their duty amounts
to negligence on the part of Dr.Mishra
and the hospital staff. (Ujjain
Charitable Trust Hospital vs. Ramesh
Chandra & Ors., III (2003) CPJ 181).
Since the relationship of doctor and
patient is of mutual faith and trust,
doctors have to become more careful
towards their duties and conscious of
their responsibilities towards patients.

In terms of technology,
healthcare resembles a

marathon being run like a
sprint. There is a lot of

ground to cover and the
pace keeps picking up.

lii' ------:-.::.......:__.!___ 

:!: 
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In terms of technology, healthcare
resembles a marathon being run like a
sprint. There is a lot of ground to cover
and the pace keeps picking up. Keeping
together patients, doctors, healthcare
systems and technology developers
poses a challenge. Someone is always
lagging behind while others surge ahead.

How to deliver excellent clinical
quality care in compassionate and
respectful ways is the most challenging
task of any health provider.

Apart from appropriate scientific
and technical competence and skill on
the part of the medical establishment
and its staff, the perceptions of patients
are an important part of defining
quality. In order to assess any
healthcare system, five questions are
pertinent from the patients point of
view:

1. Were you treated with respect and
dignity, and as a partner in
healthcare process?

2. How well did the hospital staff
address your fears and anxieties?

3. How organised and efficient were the
doctors and nurses?

4. Did the hospital staff explain
treatment options and test results
clearly and completely?

5. Did the doctors and nurses explain
what to expect after you left the
hospital?

If these questions are answered and
point to the satisfaction and comfort of
the patient, then the doctor’s (and his
institution’s) duty of ‘care’ begin to get
accomplished.

Some years ago, mutual funds and public issue offer documents were directed to carry a statutory
warning to the effect that past performance is not a guarantee of future earnings. The warning on
cigarette packs hung in the air as the incongruous predecessor to this.

But the warnings are there with good reason. Whether in mutual fund offer documents or on packs of
cigarettes. And soon will be on material intended to sell you any life insurance policy.

From January, 2004, any brochure or material that a life insurance company, its agent or representative
gives a customer should carry certain mandatory features.

The first is two illustrations – of how the returns on the policy will fare assuming a lower and a higher
return rate – and the second is a warning in standardised wording. The warning clarifies that some
benefits are guaranteed and others are not, and that the relevant information would be available in
the mandatory illustration and that the illustrations themselves are only based on an assumption and
do not constitute a promise of a return.

These rates for the illustration will be decided by the Life Insurance Council, a self-regulatory
association of all life insurance companies registered in India. This will be done from time to time with
reference to the interest rates in the economy, and companies have to review and, if necessary, revise
their illustrations at least once a year, in April, and more often if the existing illustrations are
rendered invalid. The Council has taken these disclosure decisions and it is binding on all its members.
Other decisions were taken by the Council (See page 6 for full details) also related to disclosure and
information to customers.

What is this system of providing illustrations with prescribed rates aimed at achieving?

The underlying idea is that companies should be transparent about the benefits that customers get
from a policy, and that the likely returns on various policies across companies should have a common
plank for comparison. The illustrations should give a fair and reasonable picture of the policy returns
to enable the customer to make an informed decision.

A financial product is not easy to understand. And, unfortunately, most of the buyers of financial
products do not take the precaution and the trouble to try to understand it.

There are lacunae in information from the providers’ side as well and this is what the Council is
making an effort at bridging in the case of life insurance products.

The purpose that the illustration system will serve is that once all companies use the same reference
rates for illustrations (they can illustrate using rates lower than those given by the Council, but not
higher rates) and explicitly state the charges (policy charges and funds management costs) that will
then be applied on it, then the customer is better placed to understand the advantage of one product
over another and make an informed decision.

In other markets in the world, companies have had to bear heavy penalties and charges for the
mis-selling of life and pension products. With competition being still in its infancy in the Indian
insurance market, the introduction of these good practices are aimed at creating a healthy atmosphere
for the growth of the industry and the security of the customers through informed consent.

And whether it is the purchase of financial products or, indeed, tobacco, the exercise of free will in the
pursuit of one’s own definition of needs, wants and happiness will be that much safer with some
information and warnings!

FFFFFor Better Disclosureor Better Disclosureor Better Disclosureor Better Disclosureor Better Disclosure

The author is Manager (Legal),
Consumer-voice.org. He can be contacted
at cvvoice@vsnl.net. Further details on
consumer affairs are available at the
website www.consumer-voice.org.
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Quarter One, 2003
Based on the first year premium (including single premium) statistics furnished by the
insurers for the first quarter ended June 30, 2003, an analysis of the performance of the

private players and LIC has been carried out.

With most of the private insurers being in the second/third full year of their operations,
they are positioning themselves to create a niche in the competitive

life insurance industry.

 During the period under reference, there continued to be thirteen life insurers, i.e., twelve
private sector insurers and one public insurer (LIC).  It is of keen interest to the various

stakeholders of the insurance industry to study the initial performance and penetration of
the business in terms of the various lines of business.

A total premium of Rs.2,22,984.03 lakhs for 32,08,295 policies was written for the period, of
which LIC’s share was Rs. 2,00,479.47 lakhs for 30,03,096 policies capturing 89.91 per cent

and 93.60 per cent respectively. In comparison, the private players wrote a premium of
Rs.22,504.56 lakhs for 2,05,199 policies making for a share of 10.09 per cent and 6.40 per cent

respectively of the entire pie.

Broadly, the business underwritten by the insurers is categorised into individual and
group business.  Further, both these categories have been classified into non-linked and
linked business with each having sub classifications of life, general annuity, pension and

health business, with profit and without profit respectively.

Total Individual business

Life Insurance Corporation of India
underwrote total individual premium
of Rs.1,57,543.87 lakhs for 30,01,154
policies, i.e.: 78.58 per cent of the
business underwritten by them.

Total group business

The total group premium of
Rs.42,935.6 lakhs covering 3,99,508
lives for a sum assured of
Rs.1,44,481.61 lakhs under 1,942
policies was underwritten by LIC.  The
entire business under the group
segment was underwritten as
non-linked business.

Group Non-linked business

Without profit policies of life,
general annuity, and health were more
popular in this class of business.  No
health policies were underwritten in
this category. Life without profit policies
accounted for a premium of
Rs.24,911.76 lakhs covering 3,68,420
lives for a sum assured of
Rs.1,43,344.81 lakhs for 1,792 policies.
Pension without profit policies
accounted for a premium of Rs.1,971.74
lakhs covering 28,449 lives for a sum
assured of Rs.1,136.8 lakhs under 146
policies.  General Annuity without profit
premium underwritten was Rs.8,824.31
lakhs covering 1,451 lives as against
General Annuity with profit premium

underwritten at Rs.7,227.79 lakhs for
four policies covering 1,188 lives.

Overall Analysis

In terms of the total business
underwritten by the life insurers,
individual premium accounted for 80 per
cent of the market share and 99.93 per
cent of the number of policies for the
quarter ended June, 2003. As against
this, Group business accounted for 20
per cent of the premium underwritten
during the quarter with a mere 0.07 per
cent of the total policies.

 Analysis of rural and social sectors
looks a bit premature at the moment,
as insurers have still to underwrite
major business in these segments.

PUBLIC SECTOR

Total Individual business

Total individual business of private
insurers accounted for Rs.20,406.92
lakhs for 2,05,062 policies and sum
assured of Rs.4,84,240.47 lakhs i.e., 90
per cent of the business underwritten
by them.

Individual Non-linked business

A total premium of Rs.12,777.69
lakhs for 1,63,976 policies and
Rs.3,89,544.59 lakhs sum assured was
written in this category.  Life with profit
policies contributed 80 per cent of the
entire business underwritten in this
category, with premium of Rs.10,197.13
lakhs for 1,21,020 policies and sum

assured of Rs.1,93,563.16 lakhs.  As
against this, life without profit
accounted only for Rs.853.48 lakhs for
31,139 policies and Rs.78,234.77 lakhs
sum assured.

Pensions with profit accounted for
premium of Rs.1,290.39 lakhs towards

PRIVATE SECTOR

(Contd. on Pg. 14)
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Non-linked*
1 Life

with profit 1,300.67 2,986 1,524.19
without profit 135.68 3,632 2,925.76

2 General Annuity
with profit 54.19 83 83.44
without profit

3 Pension
with profit 175.21 186 166.46
without profit 3.92 1 0.10

4 Health
with profit
without profit

A. Sub total 1,669.66 6,888 4,699.95
Linked*

1 Life
with profit 24.05 37 24.29
without profit 1,329.62 1,854 1,284.39

2 General Annuity
with profit
without profit

3 Pension
with profit
without profit 188.57 144 69.88

4 Health
with profit
without profit

B. Sub total 1,542.24 2,035 1,378.56
C. Total (A+B) 3,211.90 8,923 6,078.51

Riders:
Non-linked

1 Health# 0.99 3 5.00
2 Accident## 0.57 14 41.50
3 Term 0.03 3 1.38
4 Others

D. Sub total 1.59 20 47.88
Linked $

1 Health# 6 15.75
2 Accident## 6 13.00
3 Term 4 14.75
4 Others

E. Sub total 16 43.50
F. Total (D+E) 1.59 36 91.38
G. **Grand

Total (C+F) 3,213.49 8,923 6,169.89

S.No. Particulars Premium Policies Sum Assured

* Excluding rider figures. ** for policies Grand Total is C.
# All riders related to critical illness benefit, hospitalisation benefit and medical treatment. ## Disability related riders.
The premium is actual amount received and not annualised premium.
$ The break up of the premium underwritten is not available.   MetLife: Includes only first premium.
Note: The break up of the individual business for LIC is not available.

Non linked*
1 Life

with profit 8,896.46 1,18,034 1,92,038.97
without profit 717.80 27,507 75,309.01

2 General Annuity
with profit 31.20 326 672.76
without profit

3 Pension
with profit 1,115.18 10,906 21,340.84
without profit

4 Health
with profit
without profit 7.68 315 505.00

A. Sub total 10,768.33 1,57,088 2,89,866.59
Linked*

1 Life
with profit 430.31 7,031 11,321.99
without profit 4,833.41 23,990 63,013.33

2 General Annuity
with profit
without profit

3 Pension
with profit 26.88 397
without profit 796.24 7,633 3,998.44

4 Health
with profit
without profit

B. Sub total 6,086.85 39,051 78,333.76
C. Total (A+B) 16,855.16 1,96,139 3,68,200.35

Riders:
Non-linked

1 Health# 120.58 15,142 9,731.13
2 Accident## 136.05 65,665 78,270.53
3 Term 38.87 5,973 3,351.87
4 Others 42.62 6,438 3,576.64

D. Sub total 338.11 89,298 94,930.17
Linked

1 Health# 1,264 5,471.35
2 Accident## 0.01 4,291 6,691.45
3 Term 0.14 1,444 2,655.41
4 Others 1,937 121.86

E. Sub total 0.15 8,936 14,940.07
F. Total (D+E) 338.26 98,234 1,09,870.24
G. **Grand

Total (C+F) 17,193.43 1,96,139 4,78,070.58

S.No. Particulars Premium Policies Sum Assured
(Rs. in lakhs)(Rs. in lakhs)

SINGLE PREMIUM NON-SINGLE PREMIUM

INDIVIDUAL BUSINESS (INCLUDING RURAL & SOCIAL)
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Private Insurers Life Insurance Corporation of India
S.No. Particulars Premium No. of Schemes Lives Covered Sum Assured Premium No. of Schemes Lives Covered Sum Assured

I Non linked*
1  Life
a) Group Gratuity

Schemes
with profit
without profit 9,314.34 236 14,037 10,398.40

b) Group Savings
Linked Schemes
with profit
without profit 187.08 97 15,601 33,975.92

c) EDLI
with profit
without profit 61.35 159 43,824 21,900.13

d) Others
with profit
without profit 556.41 39 41,543 76,806.56 15,348.99 1,300 2,94,958 77,070.36

2 General Annuity
with profit 7,227.79 4 1,188
without profit 8,824.31 1,451

3 Pension
with profit
without profit 1,971.74 146 28,449 1,136.80

4 Health
with profit
without profit

Total 556.41 39 41,543 76,806.56 42,935.60 1,942 3,99,508 1,44,481.61
II Linked* No business underwritten

Riders:
Non-linked

1 Health# 10.22 7 1,486 11,221.42
2 Accident## 9.34 12 2,918 15,126.76
3 Term 8.58 7 2,095 14,211.24
4 Others

Total 28.14 26 6,499 40,559.42
**Grand Total 584.55 39 41,543 1,17,365.98 42,935.60 1,942 3,99,508 1,44,481.61

(Rs. in lakhs)

11,092 policies and sum assured of
Rs.21,507.30 lakhs, with a nominal
Rs.3.92 lakhs premium underwritten
towards pensions without profit.

Under the General Annuity segment
with profit, policies were preferred to
General Annuity without profit. This
segment captured premium of Rs.85.39
lakhs for 409 policies and sum assured
of Rs.756.20 lakhs.

In this segment, the health segment

alone garnered without profit business
at a nominal premium of Rs.7.68 lakhs
for 315 policies and Rs.505 lakhs sum
assured.

Individual Linked business

An overall premium of Rs.7,629.24
lakhs for 50,038 policies and
Rs.94,695.89 lakhs was underwritten
in this category.  In contrast to the
non-linked business, without profit
policies were more popular than with

profit policies. Moreover, only life and
pension policies attracted attention in
the market.  Life with profit captured a
premium of Rs.454.36 lakhs for 7,068
policies and sum assured of
Rs.11,346.28 lakhs whereas, life
without profit garnered a premium of
Rs.6,163.03 lakhs for 25,844 policies
and Rs.64,297.72 sum assured.

Pension with profit policies
garnered premium of Rs.26.88 lakhs for
397 policies was underwritten, as

GROUP BUSINESS
(INCLUDING RURAL &

SOCIAL)
SINGLE PREMIUM
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S.No. Particulars Premium No. of Schemes Lives Covered Sum Assured

Note: LIC has not underwritten any business in this category.

I Non-linked*
1 Life
a) Group Gratuity

Schemes
with profit
without profit 415.49 13 2,661 151.69

b) Group Savings
Linked Schemes
with profit
without profit 57.99 6 6,625 14,087.00

c) EDLI
with profit
without profit 60.43 5 64,466 2,239.26

d) Others
with profit
without profit 894.99 69 3,72,468 6,07,814.00

2 General Annuity
with profit
without profit 36.23 2 69 36.23

3 Pension
with profit
without profit 43.10 3 140

4 Health
with profit
without profit

Total 1,508.23 98 4,46,429 6,24,328.19

II Linked* No business underwritten
Riders:
Non-linked

1 Health# 1.23 4 1,282 2,697.50
2 Accident## 1.88 8 828 3,617.25
3 Term 1.67 1 354 177.00
4 Others 0.08

Total 4.86 13 2,464 6,491.75
**Grand Total 1,513.09 98 4,46,429 6,30,819.94

(Rs. in lakhs)

R.N. Jha
Mangal Keshav Insurance Brokers Ltd.
601, Heritage Plaza, J.P. Road,
Opp. Indian Oil Colony,
Andheri (West), Mumbai-400 053
Ph: (022) 26329903

N.S. Vasanth Kumar
Sriyah Insurance Services Pvt. Ltd.
No.1999, 2nd Floor, 23rd Cross,
BSK 2nd Floor, Bangalore-560070
Ph: (080) 6611058

Sharad Nagardas Shah
Avani Insurance Services Pvt. Ltd.
32, Bhagwan Bhuvan,
196, Samuel Street, Mumbai-400009
Ph: (022) 23451423/56314587

V.P. Gupta
RIA Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
449, Kailash Tower-2,
East of Kailash, New Delhi-110065
Ph: (011) 26422026/26211842

Ajay Aggarwal
Shreyash Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
608, Mandi Kesar Ganj,
Ludhiana-141008 (PUNJAB)
Ph: (0161) 2727217

Paresh D. Shah
Saviour Insurance Broking Pvt. Ltd.
44A, Nariman Bhavan,
Nariman Point, Mumbai-400021
Ph: (022) 56321353

S.V. Babu
Crystal Gold Insurance Brokers Ltd.
A/102, Krishna Bldg., Shantivan,
Opp. Sona Cinema, Borivali (E),
Mumbai-400066
Ph: (022) 28978930

N.C. Gupta
ASL Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
C-2, Green Park Ext.,
New Delhi-110016
Ph: (011) 26562056

Pranav Shah
Synergy Insurance Broking Services Pvt. Ltd.
138, A to Z Industrial Estate,
G. Kadam Marg, Lower Parel (W),
Mumbai-400013
Ph: (022) 24961079

Rajiv Verma
Iksita Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.
C-38, Panchsheel Enclave,
New Delhi-110017
Ph: (011) 51748120/21
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against which business underwritten for
Pension without profit at Rs.984.81
lakhs for 7777 policies and sum assured
of Rs.4,068.32 lakhs.

A reclassification of the individual
business underwritten by the private
players in terms of single and non-single
premium further reveals that premium
of Rs.3,213.49 lakhs towards 8,923
policies was underwritten in the  single
premium category as against

Rs.17,193.43 lakhs for 1,96,139 policies
in non-single premium category.

Total Group business

The private players underwrote
a total group premium of Rs.2,097.64
lakhs for 137 policies covering 4,87,972
lives for a total sum assured
of Rs.7,48,185.92 lakh.

The entire business in the group
segment was underwritten in the
non-linked category.

NON-SINGLE PREMIUM
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How Much?
Sanket Kawatkar & Heerak Basu
It is now over two years since the Indian
insurance market has been open to new
private sector players and a question
promoters of some companies have
started asking themselves is “How
much is the company worth?”

This is particularly relevant given
the large amounts of capital that the
promoters have had to subscribe in the
knowledge that it will likely take many
more years before the company can
expect statutory profits to emerge.
Furthermore, certain joint venture
companies have already indicated that
as and when the foreign equity cap is
raised to 49 per cent, foreign partners
will be allowed to increase their stakes
to this level, implying dilution and/ or
sales of equity by the Indian partners.

While there are various factors
driving interest in the value of life
insurance companies it is important to
recognise that it is inherently a
subjective process possibly leading to a
wide range of valuations.

This is particularly the case in the
valuation of young companies as there
is little operating experience from which
to derive valuation assumptions; the
choice of some assumptions (e.g.
mortality and persistency) based on the
past experience of the industry may not
be particularly relevant for predicting
future experience. Long term expenses
and sales compensation levels are also
notoriously difficult to predict at the
early stages of a new operation.

A further reason for carrying out a
valuation may be for the promoters to
consolidate the worth of their insurance
operations into a group balance sheet
or include in their broader financial
reporting.

In Asia Pacific, the disclosure of
embedded value in accounts is becoming
increasingly common; as an example
Great Eastern, the largest company in
Singapore and Malaysia, first disclosed
its embedded value in 2000.
Multinationals Allianz, Aviva, AXA,
Commonwealth Bank/ Colonial, Fortis,
ING, Manulife, National Australia

Bank/ MLC and Prudential, all disclose
embedded value results of some form
to the investing public.

Another driver for future valuation
work would be the legislative
requirement in India for promoters to
dilute their stakes to 26 per cent after
10 years, implying a likely sale in the
future. It is also common in some
markets for senior executive long term
incentive plans to be linked to measures
such as the value of the company to
ensure that their interests are aligned
with those of the shareholders.

For life insurance companies’
valuations, some of the conventional
methods of company valuations are not
appropriate. The Price/Earnings ratio
is considered to be not directly
applicable due to the nature of life
insurance profit emergence that we will
illustrate below.

As indicated in the diagram above,
the statutory ‘earnings’ or ‘profits’ of a
life insurance company emerge later
than in many industries, with significant
capital support required in the early
years to support the new business and
to maintain the statutory solvency. For
these reasons a realistic long term cash-
flow projection approach is required in
order to determine the inherent
‘profitability’ and value of a life
insurance company.

 Given the subjectivity of the
valuation process as discussed above,
it is important that promoters have an
understanding of the valuation
principles and methodology employed
together with an understanding of the
key assumptions which drive the value
of the company. These issues are
discussed below.

 Valuation principles

The valuation of a life insurance
company is often carried out based on
the following principles:

■ Going concern
■ Market consistent value of assets
■ Best estimate assumptions
■ Current legislation

Going concern

The valuation assumes that the
company continues as a going concern

and continues to write new business.
This is critical for arriving at the long-
term unit expense assumptions (which
would be much lower as compared to the
unit expenses in the event that a
company stopped writing new business)
and also enables a value to be placed on
new business. A going concern
assumption may also be necessary to
arrive at the withdrawal/ lapse rates
that may be experienced under normal
circumstances, rather than those for a
company closed to new business.

- Valuation of Indian Life Insurance Companies
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The determination of the value of
in-force business and the value of one
year’s new business will normally
require an actuary to build models to
project the future cash flows that are
then discounted back to the valuation
date. A key assumption in the whole
valuation process is therefore the
discount rate.

One conceptual approach to derive
the discount rate is to build up from the
risk-free rate on government securities
using a margin for the inherent risks
attaching to future earnings which could
include market, company and currency
specific risk elements. It will inevitably
depend upon the rate of return required
by shareholders.

Buyers and sellers often have very
different views on the risk discount rate
to be used. This would not be uncommon
in India where a domestic partner’s view
on risk may differ significantly from the
views of its foreign partner. In the
context of a foreign company seeking to
increase its stake in a joint venture, the
foreign partner may have group target

rates of return, which may drive its
assessment of an appropriate discount
rate. As mentioned above, the foreign
company may require a margin for
political and currency risks, which a
domestic company may not. The
taxation position of each investor should
also be considered.

Actuarial advisors usually illustrate
results using an agreed
range of discount rates,
which would present a
framework for
informed negotiations
between the parties
concerned.

We now discuss
each of the components
of the economic value in
further detail:

Adjusted net asset
value

This is normally
taken to be equal to the

net assets in the shareholders’ fund. As
mentioned above assets would be
marked to market, which can be quite
different from the value placed on the
assets in the company accounts. For
example, bonds which are commonly
carried at amortised cost can be very
different to market values, especially in
light of the fluctuating interest rate
environment which India has been
experiencing in recent times.

Value of in-force business
Methodology

This relates to the present value of
future transfers to shareholders from
business that has already been written
(“in-force business”). There are often
adjustments for expense overruns and
the cost of capital (cost of solvency
margin), which can be very significant
for a young company. As in the case of
the adjusted net asset value, assets in
the life (policyholder) fund normally
need to be marked to market.

More specifically, the value of the in-
force business commonly could include
the following components:

Market consistent value of assets

A life insurance valuation usually
assumes that assets are marked to
market. In particular, this may require
the company to carry out valuations for
property. For unlisted securities,
desktop valuations may be required. In
setting the investment return
assumption, market consistent
assumptions are required.

Best estimate assumptions

Best estimate assumptions need to
be made regarding future experience,
which are then used to project future
cash flows and profit streams. Best
estimate assumptions are normally
derived from specific company and
industry experience where these are
available and credible. Thus, the profit
streams so derived give a realistic
projection rather than the conservative
projections obtained using the prudent
statutory basis.

Current legislation

The valuation is usually carried out
on the basis of current legislation. In
areas where the legislation is not clear
(e.g. life company taxation ) the actuary
will normally make assumptions having
regard to company practice, following
discussions with the joint venture
partners. A valuation may take account
of future changes in legislation but the
impact on the valuation may be
conditional on these changes being
enacted.

Valuation methodology

In valuing a life insurance company,
there are usually three main
components of value:

■ Adjusted net asset value

■ Value of in-force business

■ Value of new business (often called
“goodwill” or “structural value”)

The sum of the three components
gives the overall value of the company,
which is usually termed “appraisal
value” or “economic value” (the sum of

Adjusted net asset value

Value of in-force business

Value of one year’s new
business

Capitalisation factor

Total economic value of
the company

+

+

X

=

the first two components is termed the
embedded value”). In our experience the
majority of life insurance transactions
around the world are based on
embedded/ appraisal value techniques,
at the very least as the starting point
for negotiations.

Diagrammatically the approach can
be represented as follows:
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■ The present value of transfers to
shareholders

■ An adjustment in value due to any
expense overrun

■ An adjustment for the cost of the
solvency margin relating to the
in-force business

Transfers to shareholders

The actuary models the various
products that have been sold by the
company and using a set of best
estimate assumptions projects the cash
flows, reserves and surplus that are
expected to arise each year. The present
value of transfers to shareholders is
equal to the present value of any
amounts that are projected to be
available for distribution to
shareholders.  In India, the amount
available for distribution to
shareholders is governed by the
following statutes:

■ Insurance Act, 1938,
■ Life Insurance Corporation Act, 1956
■ Insurance (Amendment) Act, 2002

Following the passing of the
Insurance (Amendment) Act, 2002, and
the subsequent regulations framed by
IRDA, in respect of non-participating
and unit-linked business, shareholders
can receive up to 100 per cent of the
surplus whereas for participating
business, shareholders can receive up
to 10 per cent of the surplus distributed.

The LIC is governed by separate
legislation, namely, the Life Insurance
Corporation Act, 1956, which stipulates
that at most five per cent of the surplus
arising may be received by the
shareholder, which in the case of LIC, is
the Government of India.

Expense overrun adjustment

For a start-up company, actual
expenses will inevitably be higher than
the long term unit costs assumed by the
company. This is because the company
will not have achieved the economies of
scale necessary to operate at expense
levels equal to the assumed long term

unit costs. The excess of the projected
actual expenses over the long term unit
costs is typically called the “expense
overrun”.

When carrying out valuations, it is
important to reflect the expense overrun
adjustment and to deduct this from the
value of the company, since it will not
have been allowed for in the projection
of the surplus above. When doing this,
the actuary normally will divide the
overrun between the value of existing
(in-force) business and the value of new
business (structural value).

Expense overruns have a very
significant impact on the value
particularly for young companies and
can continue for several years.

Given the limited operating experience
of the joint venture life insurance
companies it is extremely difficult to
forecast future levels of expenses.
In our experience of valuing companies
in Asia Pacific this is an extremely
critical area in the whole valuation
process and a very subjective one.

It will also be important to apportion
expenses fairly between acquisition and
maintenance costs and to identify
separately the impact of any ‘one off’
costs, which may require special
consideration.

Cost of solvency margin adjustment

Each company is required to set aside
capital in the form of a solvency margin.
As the after tax investment return on
the solvency margin is usually lower than
the required rate of return as measured

by the discount rate, this leads to an
economic cost of capital relating to the
need to hold the solvency margin.

It would be normal to allow fully for
the cost of capital in the valuation. In
the event that a company has
significant retained earnings or surplus,
it may be possible to offset this against
the cost of capital.

Structural value

This relates to the ability of a
company to generate future new business.
It is often taken to be the value of one
year’s new business multiplied by an
appropriate capitalisation factor but can
also be directly derived by projecting
several years’ of future new business.  As
for the value of in-force business
appropriate adjustments are made to
the structural value for the cost of the
solvency margin and expense overruns.

The value of one year’s new business
represents the present value of the
stream of after tax distributable profit
to the shareholders that is projected to
arise from the sale of one year’s new
business.

Key issues regarding the
determination of the structural value
are the following:

■ Typical year of new business
■ New business profitability
■ Capitalisation factor

Typical year of new business

It would be typical to value the new
business sold in the twelve months
preceding the valuation date. While for
a mature company, such a year of new
business would usually be ‘typical’, for
a young company this may not be the
case. The product suite may be rapidly
expanding, which may make the profile
of the last twelve months’ business
unrepresentative of the future. As a
result, the actuary may need to make
appropriate adjustments to the new
business data provided.

It is important to
recognise that valuation is

inherently a subjective
process possibly leading to
a wide range of valuations.

lri' ___ _ 
:!: 
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New business profitability

New business profitability will
obviously be driven by the assumptions
chosen. For portfolios with significant
protection business, the mortality/
morbidity assumptions will be
important. In respect of savings
contracts, the interest rate assumption
is usually the most important. In our
experience persistency is a key
assumption for almost all lines of
business.

The actuary will tend to choose his
assumptions having regard to the
market yields for financial assumptions
and industry/ company experience for
demographic assumptions. A particular
area of difficulty is the area of
persistency. It appears that this is
worsening for the industry as a whole
relative to the experience
pre-liberalisation. However, there does
appear to be a wide variation in
experience for different companies. At
this early juncture it is therefore difficult
to accurately predict the long-term trend
in persistency for a particular company
leading to significant uncertainty with
this assumption. Other particularly
difficult areas of operating experience,
as mentioned earlier, are operating
expenses and total sales compensation.

As well as vetting the assumptions
individually, the actuary will be
concerned to see that the level of

emerging profitability is reasonable in
an overall market context. It is therefore
important to view the valuation
holistically rather than mechanistically.

Capitalisation factor

A capitalisation factor estimates the
number of years over which the new
business performance and its profitability
over a typical year may be repeated in
future. It reflects the shareholders’
expectations regarding future growth of
the business and return required.

The capitalisation factor is usually
a commercial decision and negotiated
between the parties having regard to
future profitability, likely growth in
business and the additional risks
attaching to business not yet sold.
Where possible it may also be set with
regard to other life insurance company
valuation precedents. Any estimate of
structural value is therefore highly
subjective and a significant range of
values could be considered appropriate.

Conclusions

With the likelihood of changes in the
shareholding pattern in several of the
life insurance companies in India rising,
the valuation of a life insurance
company has become a topic of
increasing interest for the promoters of
such companies.

In this article, we have outlined the
valuation framework highlighting the
subjectivity inherent in the valuation
process and touching upon some of the
likely areas of contention, especially in
the valuation of such immature
companies with limited operating track
record. It is therefore not surprising that
perceptions of value can often differ
widely between buyer and seller,
particularly in emerging markets like
India, where there is a great degree of
uncertainty.

It is critical, therefore, that actuarial
input is sought as early as possible in
the tricky process of valuation so that
the parties concerned have an
understanding of the possible ranges of
value and the key assumptions driving
the valuation.

It would be nice to be able to leave
readers with a simple “rule of thumb”
P/E ratio approach but unfortunately
the mechanics and long term nature of
life insurance make that impossible.

Long term expenses and
sales compensation levels

are also notoriously
difficult to predict at the

early stages of a new
operation.

The authors are Consultants with Watson
Wyatt Insurance Consulting Private Limited.
The views expressed here are their own.

In the article ‘How a Life Insurer Invests’
(IRDIRDIRDIRDIRDA JournalA JournalA JournalA JournalA Journal, September, 2003), by
Mr. P. A. Balasubramanian, an error had
inadvertently crept into the solvency
margin stipulations for insurance
companies. The IRDA stipulated minimum
solvency ratio is 1.5 for both old and new
insurers. The views that were expressed in
that article were his own.
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D. Gowri Jayaraman

Any which way the insurer
goes, the odds are against

him. If the insurer
necessarily has to provide
a cover without a cap for

the liability, then he
should be allowed to

provide this insurance
based on its risk

perception and long-term
risk bearing capacity.

Taking it Forward

One of the branches of insurance that
has been  most talked of, discussed,
maligned, and perhaps occupies the
most mindspace among insurers is
Motor Insurance.  This is also a class of
insurance that affects the common man
the most.

Hence, according the importance
that this class of business deserves, the
Justice Rangarajan Committee had
been formed consisting of honourable
members from different walks of life.

The  committee has brought out
various issues connected with this
branch of insurance business in an
attempt to arrive at a timeframe for,
and a roadmap to, detariffing of Motor
Insurance.

The committee has made some very
telling points. Some of the salient ones
are brought out here and analysed.

A very relevant and deep issue that
has been deliberated upon  by the
committee is the juxtaposition of
compulsory unlimited Third Party
liability (TP) for bodily injury and a
tariff laying down  rates and terms at
which such unlimited TP liability has
to be underwritten; this,  along with the
fact that this being compulsory
insurance no insurer can really refuse
such cover creates an anomaly in
underwriting this cover.

Any which way the insurer goes, the
odds are against him. If the insurer
necessarily has to provide a cover
without a cap for the liability, then he
should be allowed to provide this
insurance based on its risk perception
and long-term risk bearing capacity.
There was a recent case where an
amount of Rs. 6.63 crores was awarded
by the court for the death of a passenger
in a road accident case. Imagine a
payment of around Rs. Six crores in
return for a premium of a few hundred
rupees. It may be argued that tariff rates
are only minimum rates and insurers
are at liberty to charge higher premium;
but in a competitive market the
minimum premium also becomes

- A look at the Rangarajan Committee Report
maximum premium, and further there
is also a cap on the loading one can
impose.

A very interesting point raised by
the committee is the origin of the
concept of unlimited liability. The
original intention of the courts was to
ensure that an insurance policy exists
in respect of every vehicle to take care of
TP liabilities, which will compensate
the victim for actual financial loss
irrespective of the class of vehicles. The
unlimited liability clause has crept in
silently. Even other Acts governing
various liabilities like the Public
Liabilities Act and the Workmen’s
Compensation Act set specific amounts
of liabilities for specified circumstances.

The committee has very rightly
agreed that under the given
circumstances only a Government
insurance company could have borne
such liabilities so far, without becoming
insolvent.

The committee has also come out
with a viable and reasonable
alternative: to legally limit the liability
amount to be compulsorily provided by
the TP insurance and allow the excess
liability to be  insured  at market
pricing.  This could very well be a
precursor to complete detariffing of TP
insurance. It may be argued that the
sufferer would be the victim of the

accident and not the owner of the
vehicle; but then, insurance can and
should take care of only financial and
economic loss, even though any life is
invaluable.  Further, in the case of
hit-and-run accidents as well as no fault
liability cases, liability is limited and
specified. Thirdly, any person likely to
claim a high amount as the economic
and financial loss would necessarily
have to be earning that much more, and
hence can afford to take that extra
insurance by way of a personal accident
cover.  On the other hand, a person who
cannot afford to take a personal
accident cover for himself and his family
would be eligible, based on the earnings,
for a commensurate amount under TP
liability insurance in case he is the
victim of an accident.

Even market pricing can be
restricted to reasonable levels, if, as
enjoined in the basic principle of
insurance, all the vehicles are insured
at least for the compulsory TP
insurance.  As per estimates, if all
vehicles on the road were to avail of TP
insurance at least, as per present tariff
rates, the premium should be more than
Rs. 7,000 crores; which means, less than
half the vehicles have been insured
today!

The committee has looked at two
suggestions to ensure the spread of
insurance:

(a) long-term coverage with one time
collection of insurance premium at
the point of sale.

(b) collection of premium as a cess along
with fuel.

While analysing the pros and cons
of both alternatives, the committee
has rightly laid its finger on the most
important immediate requirement:
availability of accurate and
realistic data. This has led to
the recommendation of the committee
for the setting up of a data bank, and
the advisability of separate accounting
of TP premium and claim figures, so that
meaningful analysis of the data can be
made leading to risk-based pricing.
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While considering the detariffing of
the Own Damage (OD) rates, the
committee has very rightly commented
that the TP liability and OD premium
rates need to be separately considered
and cross-subsidy of TP with OD
premium to be avoided. This leads us
again to the same point of availability
of statistics and adequate data. Before
detariffing can be initiated, separate
premium figures of TP and OD are
necessary, so that there can be a
meaningful analysis of the data to arrive
at justifiable rates. Unfortunately,
despite adequate details being
available at the operating office level,
there has been no mechanism to
consolidate such valuable data.

The committee has lamented that
even the present rates after revisions
are ad-hoc!

 Different members expressing
different views about the need or
otherwise of detariffing of OD premium,
reflects the need for an in-depth study
of the whole issue before arriving at any
conclusion.

The committee has remarked that
even though the tariff lays down only
floor rates and premium can be loaded,
the loading as per IRDA instructions
can be made only on the vehicle where
the claim ratio is high; a general loading

on all vehicles cannot be done with the
concept of ‘portfolio profitability.’ This
restriction is, however, necessary to take
care that the common man can afford
the premium until such time that such
loading is done on the basis of accurate
data and actuarial calculations.

In conclusion, the committee has
carried out a very meaningful and
in-depth analysis of the various issues

involved, and it is for all of us to carry
forward the whole exercise, so that rates
charged are scientifically arrived at.

Way Forward

To ensure a scientific path for the
detariffing, insurers need to play a
crucial role; the following could be the
immediate steps ahead:

■ Have a standardised format for
collection of relevant statistics, and
ensure that data is collated
accordingly. The accuracy of the
figures needs to be given special
attention.

■ Work hand in hand with the motor
data and vehicle safety projects
proposed by the IRDA as they can
play a major role in research
activities for minimising motor
related losses and thus contribute to
reduction in the motor claims also.

■ Evolve a mechanism by which the
road-worthiness of the vehicles plying
on the road can be ensured. Following
the introduction of the system of
one-time road tax payment, there is
hardly any checking of the vehicles
plying; like the pollution control
certificate which is to be renewed
periodically, there should be a
process for checking of the road
worthiness.

■ Standardisation of costs of parts as
a measure of control of claims.

A coordinated effort on the part of
all of us will certainly ensure a wholistic
solution to all these related issues.

How are you coping with it? Are you leading, following or getting run over by it?

The insurance industry has changed over the years. how has it changed for you? or how
has it changed you and the way you live and work....

Write to us in not more than 250 words.

Change
Editor
IRDA Journal, Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority, Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor,
5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad 500 004 or e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org

The author is Vice-President, ICICI
Lombard Insurance Company Ltd.

The committee has very
rightly agreed that under
the given circumstances

only a government
insurance company could
have borne such liabilities
so far, without becoming

insolvent.
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Apparao Machiraju

A Specialised Approach

In the US and Canada it
was felt as early as around

1875, by a few men of
vision, that there should
be a different marketing

approach to get across the
idea of insurance to the

rural population and
industrial workers.

Marketing life insurance in the rural
areas has been the subject of research,
debate and discussion in recent times.
The Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FICCI) in
association with ING Insurance has
published the outcomes of their research
studies and recommendations which is
a pointer to deficiencies in marketing.

In the context of the requirements
as stipulated by the IRDA in selling
insurance services to rural population,
the companies need to examine
alternative and innovative marketing
methods be able to serve the rural
markets.

The study cited observed in
particular that “inadequate success in
establishing their credibility in rural
markets has made life tough for private
insurance players.

The key finding of the study is that
the word ‘private’ has a very negative
image among rural folk, causing worry
and posing challenges to private
insurance companies. The public sector
companies in life and general insurance
sectors are well known. They have not
however taken the advantage of their
brand equity in paying attention to the
needs of rural population resulting in a
wide gap.

This article presents the working of
‘the home service method of marketing’
which is also popularly known as ‘debit
agency system’ which is worth
examining for adaptation in India’s
rural market segments.

In the US and Canada it was felt
long ago, as early as around 1875, by a
few men of vision that there should be a

different marketing approach to get
across the idea of insurance to the rural
population and industrial workers.

Though the Debit Concept has
originated in the UK, it has had its
major development in the North
American continent. Now about one
third of the individual life insurance in
North America is written through ‘debit’
or combination agents. Approximately

100 companies utilise this method.
Some of the largest insurance
companies were built on the
combination or Debit System.

It was Metropolitan and Prudential
insurance companies  who pioneered this
method. Six per cent of the population in
America has less than average income,
and the Debit System has been a
successful method in catering to their
insurance needs. It is relevant and
interesting to quote here the recordings
of J.Owen Stalson, author of ‘Marketing
of Life Insurance – Its History in
America,’ published by Harvard
University.

According to the historian Stalson,
“… when Prudential started selling
small policies under Debit System, it was
called by many as a peanuts insurance
company.” Subsequent events proved
that other companies overlooked a
wonderful market, for the Debit System
has demonstrated an enormous growing
power, although nothing in that system
would have debarred them from
undertaking it. Stalson further
commented, “that this neglect could be
attributed to – marketing backwardness,
inertia, timidity, or lack of vision, or
another aspect of merchandising
insufficiency…” enough for history. In the
US alone there are 71 million policies
for a total sum assured of $39 billion
marketed through this method.

The rural segment of population is
certainly different from urban residents
because of environmental factors,
traditional views, conservatism, and to
some extent because of their suspicion
of new concepts. They need exposure to
regular, interested, dependable
insurance guidance, collections and
selling. Added to this, communication
facilities are poor in these areas. We
should therefore have a different
marketing plan and method to reach full
potential in this market.

Specially in these areas, the
policyholder or a new prospect regards
the agent as the company because the
agent constitutes the only real contact
to him.

He quite rightly expects the agent to
be a professional advisor whom he can
trust to recommend an insurance
programme best suited to his needs and
objectives at a reasonable cost. The
policyholder also expects the agent to

- Selling Life Policies in Rural Areas

The Debit System is a specialised marketing method for selling and servicing insurance plans to
the rural segment of population and low-income groups of industrial workers. It is not a new

system of life insurance. It is essentially a marketing development. In fact, its special handling of
the marketing function makes it a serious deviation from orthodoxy.
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keep in touch with him and make any
changes desirable in the light of changing
circumstances.

To quote a highly regarded
management consultant, “You do not
find the efficiency of an insurance
company at its Home Office…. It is at
the remotest point, the agent in the
field.” This is more true in rural areas.

The Debit System

1. All the existing policies in a specified
area are assigned to an agent for
service. This includes collection of
premiums according to mode of
payment.

2. The responsibility is fixed. Every
policyholder has an agent.

3. The area so assigned is termed as
the Agent’s Debit. In India,
depending on the potential and area,
one or two community blocks can be
assigned.

4. Services are provided for the
policyholders at their homes. This
takes the form of beneficiary
designations and changes, policy
loans, proof of age and other related
aspects.

5. Agents are paid to render home
service through  collection and service
commissions, debit expense
allowance, and conservation
commissions. Over and above these
commissions, the agent will receive
regular commissions on the new
business generated by him from the
existing policyholders and new
prospects.

6. Agents handle the accounting for a
significant number of policies. The
agent is charged, i.e. debited, with
premiums due on the policies
assigned to him. He is credited when
he deposits collections he receives
against the premiums due. The agent
keeps the financial records.

7. Agents are closely supervised. The
supervision of and help given to
agents by assistant managers is
much greater than in respect of
ordinary career agencies.

8. Agents are treated as company
employees. They are subject to strict
scrutiny and regulations. They are
given paid vacations, and are not
permitted to do any other work.

Advantages of the System

A pool of prospects for the agent is
created by assigning to him the existing
policyholders in the area for servicing.
He will have a built-in market to start
with and have enough activity. He can
set up a systematic plan for prospecting
on his own, and through references from
the existing policyholders. He will have
franchise as the agent of the designated
area in all matters relating to insurance.

Service keeps policies in force.
Research and experience shows that

higher persistency is maintained on
account of regular contact of the agent
with the policyholders.

Policyholders Service

The Debit System provides
extensive service to policyholders. This
helps to build loyalty to the institution
of life insurance. In many instances a
close relationship is formed, and the
agent is welcomed into the homes. There
are no ‘orphan policy owners,’ as the
agent is replaced by another agent in
case of transfers, resignation, or
termination.

Stability of Earnings to Agents

The debit agent will have four
sources of commissions built-in into his
compensation plan – service
commission, debit expense allowance,

conservation commission, new business
commission and, in addition, a training
subsidy in the initial years. The turnover
among debit agents is much less as
compared to regular agencies.

To sum up, the Debit System has
proved to be a very successful method,
and has performed an outstanding job
of marketing life insurance up to the
present. Assigned territories and
regular service-type of approach are the
unbeatable advantages of the Debit
System, and a still brighter future is
foreseen to this method of marketing
life insurance.

Many executives of ordinary
companies are looking at the Debit
System for ideas, and some have even
talked about creating “an ordinary Debit
System” for their own marketing
operations. This kind of interest is a
tribute to the solid virtues of the Debit
System not only for the built-in
opportunities it provides for service and
client-building but greater stability of
income and job security it affords the
agent.

Manpower Development

Through the ‘Debit’ method of
marketing, a virile, dynamic, and well-
knit sales force can be organised all over
the country. A majority of them may
have to be recruited from outside. A
marketing career in the Debit System
has definite advantages making it
possible for many average calibre young
candidates to succeed over their
counterparts – the career agents,
operating in urban areas, and open
market. Under Debit System it is
possible to organise marketing to a great
extent into a system of duties that could
be mastered by reasonable proportion
of able men within a short period of
time.

There are several thousands of young
and qualified candidates seeking
employment opportunities in India, and
large number of them have only the
vaguest notion of what life insurance
marketing career offers. They have no

Specially in rural areas,
the policyholder or a new

prospect regards the agent
as the company because
the agent constitutes the
only real contact to him.
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concept of the way an agent’s career may
evolve from one of simple package
selling into a highly specialised and
professional occupation, which is richly
rewarding in both money and social
service.

This is more a problem of
communication gap because the life
insurance industry has not talked about
itself as it should and has not stressed
its career potential to the public. To
those who are skeptical, the Debit
Marketing System offers a career track,
confident base with built-in market,
stability of earnings, and ample scope
for advancement in sales and sales
management careers.

Administration

Implementing Debit Scheme
involves formulating administrative
procedures, training agents in sales and
policyholder servicing, and designing
suitable compensation plans, etc., which
can be worked out.

In the US and Canada many
companies are utilise this scheme
exclusively, or in combination with
ordinary agency operations. Prudential
Insurance Company of America
administers this scheme through
separate marketing departments, one
for debit operations and the other for
ordinary agencies through a network of
separate offices. Debit market is
administered through district offices.
Each district office is manned by a
district manager assisted by assistant
managers who are directly responsible
for supervising the debit agents.

So, a factual picture emerges of a
healthy and vibrant marketing system
for a “different market” – a market
which may not have the same
disposable income, but one that
certainly has, as great a need, or
possibly a greater need for insurance
coverage.

Life Insurance Corporation of India
(LIC), and now private insurance
companies are  charged with the
responsibility for life insurance
business in rural markets, also have a
continuing “corporate duty” to make life
insurance available to all eligible
people. What method of distribution is
best suited than the  “Debit System” to
meet this great challenge?

It is relevant and interesting to know
in this context that on the lines of Postal
Life Insurance (administered by
Government of India’s Department of
Postal Life Insurance) Rural Postal Life

Insurance (RPLI) was introduced in the
year 1995 to make life insurance
available to rural folks.  The policies
available under RPLI are similar to
those under PLI, with some minor
variations.

Over the years, the business of RPLI
has been increasing tremendously. So
has been its reach that the all India
business procured by RPLI was
Rs.3,613 crores for the year 2002-03.
India Post has been able to achieve this
high growth due to its vast work of 1.5
lakh post offices. It is quite surprising
that all this was achieved without
adding any more post offices since 1983.

Let me conclude my article with the
optimistic note of J.Owen Stalson.

“....the work of marketing has become
a huge and delicate assignment: it is the
marketer who walks the land in
advocacy, the marketer who shakes the
public hand, meets the public eye, and
puts a good face upon the industry’s
performance. Relations with the public
are of prime importance, increasingly so
in an age when corporate as well as
natural persons are sternly invited to
shape their ways both wisely and
discreetly. Today, no issue is beyond the
public interest, and the chief executive
of a life company may well make
marketing and public relations his first
concern. Life insurance marketing and
public relation problems are deep and
complex; many of them, moreover, are
with us today because the industry
lacked far-sighted marketing
management during its formative and
growing years. There is need, then, to be
candid and careful, to look at many
issues simultaneously, to look at once
both forward and back, before we
determine our life insurance goals and
set the course we are to steer. The
conscientious modern marketing
executive, therefore, seeks to conduct the
marketing function in his company’s
affairs so wisely as to effect the most
agreeable compromise between the long
and the short-term objectives of each
party at interest – whether employee,
policyholder, the industry, or society
itself…”

The author has had inter-disciplinary
background in life insurance in India and
abroad in the US for over four decades in
Management, Marketing and Research,
Training and Teaching. He is at present
the Director of International Institute of
Insurance and Finance
(www.iiifindia.com) located in the
Osmania University campus. He has
assisted Ferguson & Co., as advisor in
developing their study of Postal Life
Insurance (urban and rural) and
formulating recommendations for
revamping.

A pool of prospects for the
agent is created by

assigning to him the
existing policyholders in
the area for servicing. He

will have a built-in market
to start with and have

enough activity.
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Whether rural markets are important for
insurance marketers is no longer a popular
seminar topic. In view of the fierce, and
sometimes unhealthy, competition for
insurance products and services sold in the
urban areas, it has become a compelling
necessity for insurers to explore, organise
and sell affordable insurance covers in
other economically thriving but, till now
unorganised (in terms of target sales),
sectors such as the rural sector.

With public sector banks having
penetrated the rural areas through the
medium of regional rural banks to make
micro-credit facilities available to a variety
of productive centres, the field for selling
goods and services has been opening up
rapidly. To understand the rural sector
better the following developments are
worth noting.

For fast moving consumer goods
(FMCGs) and durables the rural markets
are reportedly larger than the urban
markets, at about 55 per cent of their
turnover. FMCGs consider any town with
a population of 20,000 as rural; for durables
it is 50,000. Hindustan Lever Limited (HLL)
derives 50 per cent of its Rs. 10,000 crores
turnover from rural areas. Arvind Mills sold
50 lakh jeans kits to youths in rural areas
in 18 months. FMCGs and durables selling
companies have organised the rural market
in a more effective way.

Insurers need to interact with them to
understand the aspirations, values and
buying habits of the rural folk better, as
also the types of distribution channels that
will be effective. Affordable, easy to
understand and mass-oriented products
need to be designed.

Recent developments in rural areas

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited
(BSNL) claims that out of its twenty lakh
mobile phone connections, 50 per cent is in
rural areas. LIC sold 55 per cent of its
policies in 2002 in rural India. 2.4 crore
Kisan Credit Cards have been issued in
rural areas and that is more than all the
credit and debit cards in urban India which
amount to about 1.77 crores. Rs. 52,000
crores have been sanctioned under Kisan
Credit Card scheme till now.

The share of electricity consumption of
rural areas is reported at 29 per cent against
the urban 35 per cent. Village road
programmes costing Rs. 60,000 crores have
been introduced recently to benefit 1.9 lakh
villages. The non-farm sector accounts for
almost 50 per cent of the rural incomes that
is not dependent on rains.

‘Nirma’ was the pioneer to exploit the
rural market for soaps and detergents with
a success that left everyone astounded;
followed by HLL with their project Shakti.
ITC, through its e-choupal, is spreading
awareness relating to their products in the
rural areas. The rural areas constitute 35
per cent of the market for shampoos and
the market is growing at 16 per cent,

whereas the urban growth is about 10 per
cent. School going children, educated youth
and those with growing incomes are
transforming the rural landscape much
faster than urban areas.

The key parameters for success in
insurance penetration are affordable
products, access to users, creating
awareness, communication and building
trust in after-sales service. The key to
marketing is ‘knowing your customer’
whose lifestyle is different from the urban
dweller. The insurers have to invest time
and money to understand the potential of
the rural markets better, as a deliberate
means of expanding the insurance markets
rather than consider selling insurance
covers as just a social obligation. The
mindset has to change to make a paradigm
shift towards future marketing efforts.

There are 10 lakh self-help groups
(SHGs) in rural areas of the country and
these groups have access to micro-credit
facilities from banks. In Andhra Pradesh
alone there are 4.5 lakh SHGs that cover
58 lakh village women. These SHGs have
acted as catalysts for promotion of a variety
of services and goods in the rural areas in
return for remuneration.

SHGs have recently been put on par
with Mutually Aided Credit Societies in AP
enabling rural women to manage finances
upto Rs 2,000 crores of bank linked
commercial credit and grants benefitting
the 4.5 lakh SHGs.

Insurance and rural markets

With the urban markets getting more
competitive, insurers, such as the public
sector players, who already have an
infrastructure laid out and who have rural
experience in selling Janata Personal
Accident policies (JPA), cattle and those
covering agricultural pumpsets have an
important role to play in taking advantage
of the rising rural incomes and pioneering
the development of rural markets that
have a bright future in terms of volumes.

Low level of insurance awareness and
lack of dedicated agency force to educate
people on the need for insurance are
hindering their efforts which, now, are
only superficial. Insurers need to
concentrate on the richer rural pockets
where there is an increased awareness of
the need for insurance, through networks
already created by others for marketing
their products such as banks and SHGs.

Communication

Rural folk read language papers and
believe in the truth of news items published
rather than the slogans in the
advertisements. Word of mouth spread of
news by people who are respected in their
community as leaders carry more
conviction. There is a definite need to
understand the rural markets better,
including their current infrastructure,
their credit generation, asset creation and
perceptions.

This is a good opportunity for them to
work with these agencies that others have
built up for the purpose of channeling their
products. Creating insurance awareness

G. V. Rao

How Big is the Rural Market?

Insurers need to
concentrate on the richer
rural pockets where there
is an increased awareness
of the need for insurance,
through networks already

created by others for
marketing their products.

- And How Do We Get There?
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Agency recruitment norms
to work in rural areas need
to be liberalised. Training

has to be targeted for sale of
covers of interest to rural

folk and not the whole gamut
of insurance products.

through visual publicity in mandis, melas
and haats is necessary. Working through
credit organisations is another measure to
create linkages for sale of cost-effective
insurance covers with their credit
offerings. Insurance companies, to hawk
their wares, have to interact with
commercially connected and savvy, local
business entities like TV cable operators,
auto-dealers, SHGs, district central
co-operative banks (DCCBs),
non-governmental organisations (NGOs),
and regional rural banks.

A more scientific market study of the
perceived needs of the rural public, their
attitudes to contingent financial product of
future needs, such as insurance is the first
imperative. This has to be supported and
quickly followed up by designing mass
products that are affordable and easily
understood.

They have also to be easy to explain
and service using the distribution channels
in the insurance and other sectors like
FMCGs and durables. This is the first major
initiative that needs to be undertaken.

Strategy

The insurers should target those
regions that have already been developed
by other market agencies that have their
own interests to serve, such as HLL, ITC,
TTK, regional rural banks, kisan credit card
holders, DCCBs, producers’ co-operative
societies and  NGOs. Their advice, services
and guidance should be sought liberally by
insurers to gain a measure of
understanding the rural perceptions. Motor
vehicle insurance, tractor insurance,
personal accident (PA), health covers and
insurance of farm assets could form a basket
of policies.

Standardisation of policies and
affordable pricing will make policies
saleable. Rural folk accept that insurance
is either lender-driven or mandatory by
government directive. Insurers should
primarily rely on these support resources
and the distribution channels should tap
such business in the initial stages to gain
acceptance and familiarity and later
broaden their marketing to sell optional
insurances.

Who is better placed?

The public sector insurance industry
has done a remarkable job in developing

networks in the rural markets that has
been the envy of the developed countries.
Expertise from India has been sought by
adjoining countries for developing their
own rural markets.

While there already exists the
infrastructure needed for tapping the rural
markets better, public sector insurers have
failed to notice the recent happenings and
developments that the private sector
consumer giants are making in their own
interests. There has been a waning of
emphasis and a pursuit of misplaced
priorities, leading to working harder in
organised urban markets for volumes than
to organise and develop the rural market
that has more potential for the future.

The delinking from the GIC has made
public players lose their interest in
developing the rural markets, as it is hard
work with lesser revenues for them. The

Government has recently come up with the
Universal Health Insurance policy for the
rural public and insurers are finding it
tough to sell them, as they seem to have
lost touch with the rural markets and their
rural distribution channels are rusty. Their
marketing force is not in touch with the
agencies that are spearheading
developments in credit, education, health
and the SHGs.

It is hoped that the public players will
not squander the edge that they now enjoy
in terms of infrastructure by neglecting the
rural market potential. The Government
needs to stress that their efforts at
developing rural incomes should be aided
by spread of risk awareness by insurers.

Regulation

The current definition of what is rural
needs to be looked at not from the point of

census but by economic and other criteria
as is done by FMCGs and consumer
durables if only to judge the relative
performance of the insurance sector in
both life and non-life.

Agency recruitment norms to work in
rural areas need to be liberalised. Training
has to be targeted for sale of covers of interest
to rural folk and not the whole gamut of
insurance. Rural agency norms have to be
different to make it easier for the new
distribution channel to perform. SHGs, and
other corporations need to be dealt with
separately for distributing rural covers. There
is a need for designing specific rural
insurance covers that are standardised,
priced and sold by all insurers as identical to
avoid creating confusion among the buyers
that may cause loss of trust and credibility.
Claim settling procedures have to be
simplified to ensure that insurers do pay
claims and quickly as well.

Conclusion

In rural markets, it is important that
credibility and trust are built in a sustained
way. Insurance has a bad image and this
adds to its marketing problems. But the
potential is so huge, as others have shown,
and this is a sector that cannot lie outside
the mainstream for long. Rural marketing
is at once a great challenge and an
opportunity. The IRDA has a responsibility
to look at this sector afresh to create
conditions for spread of risk awareness.
None can advise the IRDA better than the
insurers themselves. But the role of others
in the vast linkage of credit developers,
credit users and the beneficiaries is equally
important. They need to be tapped as well.

The ultimate question is: will the rural
market develop by the fresh initiatives of
insurers and others involved in the process
or will they develop by themselves, as is
witnessed in the urban sector? Insurance
spread, as an insurer-driven process, has
been a poor starter in India till now, as
marketing and management have been
always on traditional lines. The new
challenges seem exciting to those that can
spot the opportunities.

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company Ltd.
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We believe that rural business is not
an obligation but an opportunity. Rural
business takes time to develop, and
needs considerable investment in terms
of capital, managerial time and other
resources. It is also not big ticket. Most
insurance companies in the start-up
phase find it important to get a footing
and develop volume through the metro
markets. However, they are known to
make a conscious search to take on the
rural market through various cost
effective initiatives.

On our part, SBI Life has taken
several steps from the very beginning to
tap the rural business. We now sell both
group and individual products in several
untapped rural regions. As on date, we
have covered about 3,00,000 lives in
rural market and collected a premium
income of Rs.8.2 crores.

The intermediary

We sell in the rural market
principally through the institutional
mechanism, viz., the regional rural
banks (RRBs). We find RRBs to be the
best agencies. They are sponsored by big
banks. They have proper systems and
procedures, and they operate in pockets,
in one or two districts. Most
importantly, RRB employees hail from
the local villages, and they have
absolute familiarity with the people
and their requirements. We are in fact
pleasantly surprised that the RRBs
have taken to insurance selling far more
easily and earnestly than their city
counterparts. As on date, we have tied
up with about 20 RRBs, sponsored by
various banks.

We also started a novel practice of
recruiting dedicated rural agents with
the help of the state administrative
machinery in Andhra Pradesh. With the
help of the district officials, we selected
about 50 unemployed rural youth in the
Krishna District. The selected
candidates were trained by us to become
insurance advisors to cover solely
identified villages. We’re now planning
to expand the initiative.

The products

We cover rural customers through
two principal products: pure term
insurance through a group scheme, and
our individual endowment product,
Sudarshan. The group term insurance
is offered to customers of RRBs. All
customers are covered till they reach the
age of 60. And all of them pay the same
premium, viz., Rs.10 per month for a
cover of Rs.25,000. There is no medical
requirement or other formalities and
the customer gives a good health
declaration letter. More than three lakh
customers have been enrolled under the
scheme during the last 12 months.

We also sell Sudarshan, an
endowment product under which the
policyholder makes savings over a period
to target the sum assured. There is a big

demand for such long-term saving
products, and most customers choose a
term of 15 years and longer. The average
sum assured is about Rs.75,000 per
policy. We’re now planning to roll out
more saving products. Here again, we’ve
simplified the medical procedure and
other aspects.

As far as pension products to, we
have done some innovation. We came
out with a successful pension product –
‘Lifelong Pensions’ – for all customers in
March this year, and customised the
product for the rural market by offering
to the kisan credit card holders. There
are more than two crore kisan credit
cards issued by commercial banks. The

card is proof that the customer has a
good credit standing and he has a long
term relationship with the bank
concerned. We offer retirement saving
facility to these cardholders through a
group pension arrangement. The farmer
needs to save a minimum of just
Rs.2,000 per year.  The cardholder can
convert the accumulated saving any time
from the age of 60 into lifelong pensions
for himself, or into a family pension.

There are two novel features: life
cover built in the product till the age of
60 up to a sum assured of Rs.One lakh,
and the scope for break in making
contribution up to three successive years
due to drought or other reasons without
losing any benefit under the policy. The
pension contributions are directly
collected through debit to bank account
at a low transaction cost.

The claims

Initially it was somewhat high under
the group term insurance scheme where
some RRBs had enthusiastically
enrolled people for high sum assured
without verifying their economic status
or even their health condition. We
intervened to tighten the procedures to
avoid adverse selection. We also
launched a massive training programme
for the RRB staff and persuaded them
to don the role of unofficial underwriters
for us to ensure quality of the lives
covered. We’ve so far paid about 600
claims of small amounts in the rural
markets. Compared to the number of
lives covered, this is an acceptable
experience from the actuarial viewpoint.

Support

Rural marketing is a fascinating
subject. All our product literature for
rural markets are written in the local
language, in a simple manner. We offer
training in the local language, and we
recently launched vernacular radio spot
publicity. We simplified the age proof
procedures, since most villagers do not
have acceptable documentation. We also
give various non-monetary incentives to
well performing sales staff in RRBs.

R. Krishnamurthy
How We Do It

The author is MD and CEO, SBI Life
Insurance Company.

RRBs have proper systems
and procedures, and they
operate in pockets. Most

importantly, RRB
employees hail from the
local villages, and they

have absolute familiarity
with the people and their

requirements.
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Remembering Remaindered Risk
P. S. Prabhakar

What needs to be clarified
is whether the Premium

Deficiency (PD) should be
calculated and recognised
policy-wise, product-wise,

portfolio-wise or at
a global level.

The IRDA Act amended the Solvency
Margin parameters in the Insurance Act
to change the unexpired reserve risk
(URR) percentages to bring them in line
with the Income Tax Act allowed 50 per
cent instead of 40 per cent for Fire and
Miscellaneous portfolios and to make
it the same 50 per cent for Marine
Cargo. Only Marine Hull was reserved
for the 100 per cent category.

However, all these years, the public
sector unit (PSU) general insurers had
only provided 50 per cent for Fire and
Miscellaneous and 100 per cent for
Marine, without distinguishing between
Cargo and Hull in their books, possibly
to take full advantage of tax provisions.

Glancing through the published
audited financials of the PSU general
insurance companies for the year ending
31.3.2002 (the author has not been able
to acquire the financials of many private
insurance companies), it was observed
that only Oriental Insurance had made
differential provisioning of Cargo and
Hull.  (Probably to ‘contain’ its losses in
the books rather than to follow the
edicts in this regard!).

Now, earlier it was mentioned that
the income tax provisions allowed URR
at 50 per cent for Fire and
Miscellaneous and 100 per cent for
Marine (no bifurcation between Cargo
and Hull envisaged in the Income Tax
Act). In the absence of the sympathetic
amendment in the Income Tax
provisions, companies are baffled as to
whether it would be possible for them
to go by IRDA provisions for the financial
statements (providing 50 per cent URR
for Marine Cargo) and re-compute the
taxable income by claiming URR for
Marine Cargo at 100 per cent.

The Income Tax Act, for some reason,
seeks to reserve a very special
treatment for assessing insurance
companies. Section 44 and the First
Schedule of the IT Act make it
mandatory for the Assessing Officer to
accept the income shown in the accounts
of the Assessee (insurance company),

drawn up satisfying the requirements
of the Insurance Act and furnished to
the Controller of Insurance read IRDA.
Remember, the requirement is not even
the regulator’s vetting of the financials.
The tax authorities have to, simply, go
by the accounts ‘furnished’ to the
regulators. However, this is subject to
the provision that the URR provisions
cannot be beyond the above mentioned
permitted levels envisaged in Rule 6E.

So, it appears that the companies
can go by IRDA’s parameters and
provide 50 per cent of URR for Marine
Cargo in the books and spruce up the
results and get behind the Income Tax
provisions and go for a re-computation
of income for the purpose of taxation,
until there is a consequential
amendment of Rule 6E of IT Rules.

Perhaps it is a little too early to
expect consequential amendments in
the tax laws, going by the trend of such
consequential amendments in our
country! (It may be pointed out here
that the Insurance Act, which was
passed in 1938, referred to some
provisions in the Indian Companies Act,
1913. However, the said Companies
Act was replaced by Companies Act,
1956, and even though many
amendments were made to the
Insurance Act on momentous occasions
like setting up of the Life Insurance
Corporation of India, general insurance
business nationalisation, IRDA
formation and so on, the Insurance Act
still refers to the Companies Act, 1913,
in many places!)

Concept of Premium Deficiency

For the first time, a new concept
called ‘Premium Deficiency’ was brought
in by the IRDA. Again, a measure for
augmenting Policyholders’ Funds, it
mandated that if the sum of expected
claims costs, related expenses etc.
exceed the URR, the said excess is to be
recognised as Premium Deficiency.  (For
better understanding, I have elaborated
here. The Regulations have strictly
followed the rule that brevity is the soul
of wit!).

Neither has the IRDA attempted to
explain the concept of this Premium
Deficiency and the methodology for
providing for it nor has any insurance
company really appeared to be breaking
their heads over this.  What needs to be
clarified is whether the Premium
Deficiency (PD) should be calculated and
recognised policy-wise, product-wise,
portfolio-wise or at a global level.
Perhaps, as the Revenue Accounts are
prepared for Fire, Marine and
Miscellaneous portfolios, it would make
sense to have the Premium Deficiency
also computed in the same breath.

Again, as the reserve for Premium
Deficiency will not get qualified to be
deducted as a charge on ‘profits’ for the
purpose of Income Tax, choking this down
the throat of insurance companies does
not seem to be all that fair.

However, with so much confusion
reigning over the concept of URR itself,
Premium Deficiency, which is linked to
the URR, even as a theoretical concept
does not exactly thrill any discerning
watcher.  The Regulator can be sure of
an indifferent brushing aside of this by
the insurers.

Expectedly, none of the insurance
companies seemed to have even
mentioned making, or not making, any
provision for Premium Deficiency in
their audited financials in the last year.
And, even from the statutory auditors,
there has been only deafening silence,
especially in the case of PSU insurers,
for whom only the bells of Premium
Deficiency, if at all, would have tolled.
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If there is a rule it must be clear.
However, the only thing clear here is that
there is lack of clarity!

Provisions for Outstanding Claims

The Claims Cost (also known as
Incurred Claims) of a company is the
actual claims paid less adjustments for
reinsurance recoveries on them and
provisions for Claims Outstanding as
on the date of financial reporting.

On the direct side, the operating
offices of the insurance companies are
expected to make the initial provisions
at the time of claims reporting, based
on the available information in their
systems. The software would perhaps
allow the updating of the ‘figure,’ as and
when situations warrant. The sum total
of such ‘direct’ figures, tempered by the
reinsurance recovery adjustments and
added to the Outstanding Claims
figures received from the reinsurers, in
respect of ‘acceptances’ would be the total
‘net’ outstanding claims, which will form
the integral part of the Claims Cost.

Here, the provisioning is to be done
by the officials and ‘approved’ by the
auditors.  The Regulator’s role is rather
limited. The management, if it wants,
can play around with the figures,
(provided they are able to satisfy the

auditors) and engineer the underwriting
profit or loss as the case may be.
Estimations are estimations anyway.

The Motor portfolio that basically
determines the underwriting fortunes
(read misfortunes) of many a general
insurance company, will be mostly to the
net account of the insurers as there
normally will not be any RI cover for it,
save the Excess of Loss cover. And here, it

will be possible to ‘under-provide’ as the
insurers please. As the intentions of the
owners of insurance companies will
manifest in such provisions, the Regulator
should seriously think of providing some
checkpoint in this crucial area.

The author, who used to work with the
nationalised general insurance industry,
is a practising Chartered Accountant. In
this series he will deal with various
aspects of financial reporting, disclosure
and audit requirements of insurance
companies.

There is a menace called “Orphan
Claims,” which again is perhaps unique
to our country. This points to those
Motor Third Party claims that get
reported to an office of an insurance
company, while the policy, if at all one
is there, might well not have been issued
by that company.

Prudence would demand that such
claims also are provided for. However,
as the ‘professional chasers’ of accident-
victims will get these claims reported
only to the nearest PSU insurance
company, by habit, as also because the
private companies will have a way of
not entertaining them, there is a clear
lack of level playing field between PSU
insurers and private insurers, here.  But,
who cares? Public sector is apathetic,
private sector is happy and the
Regulator is not in the know.

As the intentions of the
owners of insurance

companies will manifest in
such provisions,

the Regulator should
seriously think of

providing some checkpoint
in this crucial area.

Why is the rural market so important in the insurance
sector? Not because of the mandatory obligation of
the IRDA to write rural business. It is because of the
masses of India lives in villages, majority of the
population in India is in the rural sector, so a major
consumer market is rural India. No marketer can
ignore this fact.

But insurance is an intangible product or rather a
service which is to be sold. So it becomes more
difficult to sell insurance in the rural market where
the literacy rate is very low, so the challenge of
selling the concept of insurance is the highest in the
rural market.

It is the duty of the IRDA and public and private

sector insurers to sell the concept of insurance in a
very effective manner. It is only the optimistic approach
towards the growth of the market and, some points
mentioned below, can be effectively used to promote
the concept of insurance.

1. The IRDA and other insurers should join hands to
promote the concept of insurance in the rural market
through bancassurance, agents or advisors.

2. The IRDA, as a regulator, should organise in
coordination with the local government some stage
shows or plays or skits, which explains the concept
of insurance, the significance of insurance and its
importance in the life of an individual. This will prove
more effective as these plays or stage shows will
create a more clear picture of insurance in the minds
of individuals, inducing them to purchase policies.

3. The IRDA should make mandatory for the insurers
to advertise on the regional channels to spread more
awareness in local language.

4. Insurers should target the teenagers of villages,
who travel to the cities daily for their studies. Insurers
should come forward to arrange seminars in their
colleges to promote insurance. Insurers should even
try and make them advisors for the company and sell
their policies with a personal touch.

5. As part of their social obligation the insurers should
try and cover the population in the rural market under
a common group with the help of the NGOs performing
in the village. These NGOs can even help to spread
awareness in the local public.

Miten ShahMiten ShahMiten ShahMiten ShahMiten Shah
Student, PGDIRM, BIM-TECH
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Report Card:GENERAL
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Royal Sundaram 2,174.27 11,022.86 1,379.72 7,292.16 1.61 51.16

Tata AIG 2,624.91 16,446.84 1,511.99 10,135.01 2.40 62.28

Reliance General 457.98 7,291.99 342.37 7,088.67 1.07 2.87

IFFCO-Tokio 1,513.91 14,405.19 1,524.72 8,498.06 2.11 69.51

ICICI Lombard 3,789.24 19,547.15 575.87 5,462.10 2.86 257.87

Bajaj Allianz 2,215.91 18,304.22 2,036.98 10,762.57 2.68 70.07

HDFC Chubb 900.24 2,839.19 0.42 NA

Cholamandalam 744.29 3,775.50 0.55 NA

New India 28,800.00 1,64,377.00 28,131.00 1,62,978.00 24.03 0.86

National 26,578.00 1,38,920.00 21,383.00 1,19,413.00 20.31 16.34

United India 24,516.00 1,39,885.00 24,216.00 1,35,153.00 20.45 3.50

Oriental 20,139.00 1,30,379.00 21,698.00 1,27,641.00 19.06 2.15

ECGC 3,412.82 16,804.43 2,306.46 13,772.82 2.46 22.01

PRIVATE TOTAL 14,420.75 93,632.94 7,371.64 49,238.57 13.69 90.16

PUBLIC TOTAL 1,03,445.82 5,90,365.43 97,734.46 5,58,957.82 86.31 5.62

GRAND TOTAL 1,17,866.57 6,83,998.37 1,05,106.10 6,08,196.39 100.00 12.46

Insurer
Premium 2003-04 Premium 2002-03

Market  share Growth %
upto Year on

August, 2003   Year
For the month Upto the month For the month Upto the month

(Rs. in lakhs)

Gross Premium Underwritten – August 2003

The performance of the non-life
insurance market during the month of
August, 2003, has shown a few pointers
of interest, though this cannot be called
a trend as yet.

The premium accretion in August of
Rs.117 crores (11.4 per cent growth rate)
is led by National Insurance (Rs.52
crores accretion) among the public
players, and ICICI Lombard (Rs.32
crores accretion), and Tata AIG with
Rs.11 crores accretion) and Royal

Sundaram (Rs. seven crores accretion)
among the private players.

The rest of the eight players seem to
have slowed down their growth rates, if
their performances in the month of
August, 2003, are any indication. The
reasons are unclear.

Out of the Rs.117 crores accretion in
the premium for August, 2003, for all
the 12 players, these three private
players alone have contributed Rs. 50
crores with Cholamandalam and HDFC
Chubb adding a further Rs.16 crores.
The private players have chipped in
Rs.71 crores with a growth rate of
90 per cent.

National Insurance leads the public
players with Rs.52 crores accretion (24.3
per cent growth rate) followed by New
India with Rs. seven crores (2.5 per cent)
and UIIC with Rs. two crores (1.2 per
cent). Oriental has dropped its premium
by Rs.16 crores in August, 2003. The
public players’ contribution is Rs.46
crores with a growth rate at 5.2 per cent.
Has the VRS of Development Officers,
the increases achieved last year in
facultative premiums and the one-time
increase in Motor premium rates
effective from July 1, 2002, made it
difficult to widen the premium base in
the current fiscal?

National Insurance among the public
players, and ICICI Lombard, Tata AIG,
and Royal Sundaram among the private
players have been the lead players in

Performance in August 2003
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The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company Limited.
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their respective sectors during August.
Most of the other players appear to have
struggled to gain growth rates. Is the
market sending any message? It is not
yet clear what this development
portends in the absence of more data.

Though it is not obligatory – it will
be useful for the market analysts and
the public at large – if the non-life
insurers were to release their comments
through press releases routinely on their
monthly premium performances with

comments on market trends, and of the
future prospects, as a matter of public
interest and importance and as a part
of good public relations.

The market grew by Rs.728 crores
(12.2 per cent) to record a total premium
of Rs.6,672 crores.  To the overall growth
of Rs.778 crores the private players
have contributed Rs.444 crores, about
60 per cent of the total quantum. While
their overall growth rate is 90 per cent,
that of the public sector is 5.2 per cent.
This is seen as the trend for the last
few months.

Of the total contribution of Rs.280
crores of the public players, National
Insurance’s share is Rs.195 crores with
United India being Rs.44 crores,
Oriental Rs.28 crores and New India
Rs.14 crores. The reasons for the uneven
pattern of growth need to be ascertained

Performance up to August 2003 by each player. Is competition the
reason? New India with five private
players having their head offices in the
western zone seems to be facing the
toughest of competitive fight.

Among the private players, out of the
total accretion of Rs.444 crores, ICICI
Lombard has chipped in
Rs.140 crores, Bajaj Allianz Rs.76
crores, Tata AIG Rs.63 crores IFFCO-
Tokio Rs.59 crores and Royal Sundaram
Rs.37 crores.

Conclusion

A growth rate of around 11 per cent
to 12 per cent seems to have emerged as
trend, though August, 2003, has been a
tough month for most players. Ninety
per cent growth rate for private players

and five per cent for public players is
emerging as most likely. To the
increasing size of the market, the private
players are contributing 60 per cent, with
the public players contributing 40 per
cent. ICICI Lombard and National
Insurance are the two star players that
are raising the bar for others in terms of
increased premium volumes.

In what portfolios is the market
developing? The answer to this question
can be given only if the industry releases
the portfolio premium developments.
The insuring public and the market
watchers will be keen to know how the
health and rural segments are growing.

Send your articles to:

Editor, IRDA Journal
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad 500 004
or e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org��
consumer experiences. Tell us about the good and the bad you have gone through and your
suggestions. Your insights are valuable to the industry. Help us see where we are going.
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The time elapsed before half the active
nuclei decay is called half-life.

- High School Physics textbook

The half-life of a professional skill is
equal to the time spent on acquiring the
skill.

Let me illustrate, a graduate
engineer spends four years studying
mechanical engineering. While the
basics of mechanical engineering will
not change, the applications will be
obsolete or be re-engineered in eight
years. This means that if an engineer
graduated in 1996, by 2000 his portfolio
of relevant skills will have halved.

Similarly, the physiology of human
anatomy remains the same the world
over. By homing in on the life insurance
business in India what has to change in
this era of liberalisation in the country
is the way we have to treat life risk.
There needs to be a constant effort to
restratify risk according to the dynamics
of the medical advancements and the
circumstances surrounding the social
systems that are peculiar to each state,
country or continent.

A similar rate of skill depreciation
works in the service industry. To negate
it, continuous training is a necessity.
Skill depreciation is a function of skill
obsolescence and new services inducted
into the market by competition.

The easiest word to say is “No” and
shirk the responsibility because of what
seems to be an apparent disaster in
terms of underwriting a life. To be
honest, it is one of the reasons why we
are looking beyond monopolies. Times
have changed and tables have turned.
We need to change our plan of action
and walk an extra mile to clinch each
deal from the fangs of competitors and
it is not the responsibility of the
marketing team alone. It is we, the
underwriters, who will battle over
looking at a risk from all angles and
possibilities beyond the comprehension
of what seems apparent.

With global competition, the
benchmark presented to the customer
is global in scale. To raise service
standards and innovation to a global
level, global best practices will need to
be adopted. Staff will need to not only
learn but experience global best
practices.

The focus areas that ought to be
covered immediately are:

■ Service Automation – Customer
Relationship Management (CRM)
and Management Information
Systems (MIS)

■ Market Profiling – Segmentation,
Targeting and Positioning

■ Complaint handling and Redressal
■ Staff Training Procedures, Tools

and Measurement of Impact

The focus areas mentioned above
have been traditionally weak in the
Indian sub-continent in general.
Benchmarking against local best
practices will bring short-term gains.
Implementation of global benchmarks,
in products and services, will assure a
sustainable competitive advantage.

We have to keep an eye on the
hourglass too. Speed is what catches
the eye and why not? We are living in
the age of the Internet and time to
change is running out. The turnover
time needs to be better than the best
in the business.

Our advantage is that there is no
“best” within the country in the
business yet as the race is still on. The
need to equip the warriors on the battle-
field with a quiver full of deadly arrows
depends on the chieftain of the army
which is comparable to a company that
is relying on its staff to give it the edge
over the other players.

The only way to win this game is to
upgrade their skills and knowledge
base by participating in innovative
training programmes and seminars,
presentations and hands-on experience
so as to inculcate the relentless desire
to look beyond the problem and focus
one’s thoughts and energies towards a
vision beyond what the eye can see. Let
us try and be the best so the others are

led by our example and we better
ourselves even further through learning
and a passion for knowledge and
training.

It was about two and a half years
years ago when the Insurance Industry
was on the threshold of making a start.
Joint ventures and alliances were still
being formed. My company, Birla Sun
Life Insurance (BSLI) has had a slow
and steady rise.

In India, till recently, life
underwriting was a term known, and
activity, performed only in the Life
Insurance Corporation of India (LIC).
However there is no specialisation there
as job rotations happen every three
years or so. Also they deal with
incredible numbers hence the risk
selection is less. The criteria of selecting
lives is an art much publicised by the
private players as the risk assessment
has become more and more technical. I
quote Sir William Osler (1849-1919)
considered to be the most influential
Physician in history and the father of
Psychosomatic Medicine, to support
this view.

“Medicine is a science of uncertainty
and art of probability. One of the chief
reasons of this uncertainty is the
increasing manifestation of any one
disease.”

As underwriters, we don’t need to
diagnose because that is the job of a
clinical doctor. We need to prognose or
predict the likelihood of a person
succumbing to the disease in the future.
If the person already has a medical
impairment, we predict the probability
of his survival till the end of the
coverage period.

The job of an underwriter is three-
fold. Underwriters should be good at
painting pictures! We need to arrive at
decisions on the basis of medical,
lifestyle and financial information. A
decision is not enough – it must be
profitable and competitive at the same
time. Secondly, the decision needs to
be effectively communicated to the
marketing personnel and thirdly, help

Professional Skills and Half-life
- The life of underwriter as a marketer

Anasuya Chaudhuri-Ghosh
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them place the business on the books.
An underwriter must be a willing
student, analytical and able to handle
a reasonable amount of stress.

To arrive at the decision,
underwriters need to be well versed with
human anatomy and the functions of the
body organs. We need to know
medications and the effect of the same
on the blood enzymes. They say that in
underwriting two plus two is not always
equal to four but only sometimes. It
could be three or even six occasionally.
For instance, every diabetic in the same
age group will be treated differently
depending on many factors like smoking,
control, medication, build, ECG etc.
Some may impose low risk and some
high, some may be declined and some
postponed.

 “Does it make sense?” That is the
Underwriter’s Favourite Question.

Apart from the medical information,
we need to be able to understand and
read Balance Sheets and P&L accounts
and prepare a financial profile of a
client. The Aviation and Avocation
profile also has to be underwritten to
identify the susceptibility to accidents
and occupational hazards, if any.

BSLI constantly endeavours to train
the underwriters. Unlike the Feet-on-
Street whom we would identify as our
infantry, underwriters represent the
artillery, that battles and supports the
infantry. Our job is to defend the
fortress, i.e., interests of the company,
clients and employees.

We have a comprehensive training
programme for all underwriters
irrespective of whether they are junior
or senior. This includes periodical
training from the reinsurers. These are
intensive four to five day long modules
covering major areas of underwriting.
Topics that are covered include among
many others, impact of liver function
tests and significance of complete blood
count, interpretation of ECG and
TMECG. This helps the underwriters to
understand the disease and identify
patterns in the blood profile and other
specialised tests.

Right after induction each
underwriter goes through a self learning
programme. Phoenix is an in-house
learning module and every underwriter
has to pass with a minimum score.
There are articles and magazines
pertaining to underwriting specific
issues that are circulated and discussed
regularly. Every new product is
discussed in a round-table meeting
where all underwriters get to voice their
concerns and views.

Each underwriter discusses his or
her special cases with the Chief Medical
Officer (CMO). This in itself is a learning
experience as we have to fish out
information on our own and there is a
certain satisfaction when the CMO
agrees to an underwriter’s decision. But
we are far behind our US and European
contemporaries who can interpret
abnormal ECG without the help of a
doctor. But we believe that we will get
there very soon.

From a modest beginning of three
underwriters, we now boast of a team of
21 underwriters excluding the CMO and
the Chief Underwriter. When we talk
about underwriting in BSLI, there are a
few people who have been instrumental
in helping us to get on track. Joe Dahl-
the Vice President, Underwriting (Sun
Life Financial). Writing about our
encounters with him will need a separate
article. He has taught us how to be a
marketing person’s underwriter and not
necessarily a nightmare for marketing.
Another person is Mr. Govindan. Who can
forget his inputs and guidance from the
time the company was formed?

Sometimes we do take tough
decisions which are not liked. But that
is a small percentage of decisions and
these are unavoidable. Our job is to
assess life risk and do it with accuracy.
Most companies do not reconsider a
single decision but we on the other hand
are willing to look at possibilities.
However the small percentage of
reconsideration requests must have
adequate justification and additional
medical or financial information.

Our reinsurer RGA has given us
tremendous support over the years. We
had our friendly neighbourhood
underwriter – Mike Rothenberg
available in-house for consultation.
Bidding him farewell was sad but we
were also happy that RGA is willing to
rely more on us without someone to
watch over us. Every chapter has to end
sooner or later.

BSLI Underwriting is now
functioning on its own except for Joe
Dahl’s bi-monthly visitation that is
always welcome. Our work is regularly
audited and he gives us valued inputs
on our quality of service.

On an average day, an underwriter
handles about 25 files approximately.
Every life represents a unique challenge
and during the month-end rush, the
pressure to process and underwrite all
possible cases is tremendous for the new
ones. The quarter-end and the year-end
need a special mention as there are
numerous mails to be replied to, and
phone calls to be attended by
underwriters. There is a lot of pressure
in terms of turnaround and accuracy of
decisions.

But we take pride in our
underwriters because they have proved
to be resilient and quick in grasping the
functional and company objectives. We
focus on quality training and internal
development amongst our own
underwriters. BSLI products are more
sensitive to mortality risk as compared
to other companies. The products are
high risk and the average size is much
larger as compared to the other players.

Effective risk selection will result in
the ultimate profitability. Better
informed, trained and technically sound
underwriters are required to achieve
this goal. Well-trained underwriting
professionals will bring in better
decisions with fewer requirements and
faster turnaround times.

The bottom line is profitability and
this is the way to go for it…

The author is Manager – Underwriting,
Birla Sun Life Insurance Company. The
views expressed here are her own.
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News reports say that the voluntary retirement scheme (VRS) for employees of the
four public sector general insurance companies is likely to be notified during the
course of this month.

Top officials have been quoted saying that the four companies would be taking it to
their respective boards for clearance only after this formal notification. The VRS is
intended to help them comply with the statutory management expenses ratio of
19.5 per cent as prescribed in the Insurance Act of 1938.

This management expenses ratio is the expenditure incurred for marketing,
advertisement, employee wages and all costs incurred for business procurement as
component of gross premiums collections.

Currently,  companies have been exceeding this ratio by significant margins and
the breach in the statutory guidelines is almost entirely caused by salaries and
wages for employees.

The VRS, it is understood, is intended to pare employee strength in the four
companies by at least 20 per cent each, especially of officers in the administrative
services and at the subordinate levels.

Officials from the insurance companies said that the financial implications would
be worked out only after clearance from the respective boards of the four companies.

However, tentative estimates are that the figure would be upwards of Rs. 1,000
crore in view of the package.

Life Insurance Corporation will comply with the IRDA's norm on solvency by
providing Rs. 1,871 crores additional capital by this fiscal, the company
management has said.

In the last 46 years of operation, the Corporation was never required to provide for
solvency margin. But after the IRDA regulation came into effect from 2000, LIC
was asked to provide Rs. 10,371 crores.

"We have already provided about Rs. 5,000 crores by 2001-02 and another
Rs. 3,500 crores last fiscal. We will provide the remaining Rs. 1,800 crores till
March end 2004," LIC Chairman, Mr. S. B. Mathur is quoted saying.

According to news reports, the insurance monolith is expected to revalue its real
estates in prime locations spread across the nation in the next two to three years,
which would increase its off-balance sheet reserves further.

LIC has assets of over Rs. 2,70,000 crores, of which Rs. 1,50,000 crores are in
Government securities.

The insurer is in the process of strengthening its financial position by closing
down high assured return schemes as interest rates have fallen sharply in the
last five years.

"Any policy, which is offering over eight per cent return will be closed," Mr. Mathur
has said. LIC has identified at least seven such schemes which have become
unviable for it in the soft interest regime. Earlier, the insurer had relaunched
attractive schemes like Bima Nivesh and Jeevan Shree.

VRS time is here!

LIC to meet IRDA's solvency norms by March 2004

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
said that banks need not obtain its prior
approval for engaging in insurance
agency business or referral arrangement
without any risk participation, subject
to certain conditions.

The banks should comply with the
IRDA regulations for acting as
composite corporate agent or for having
a referral arrangement with insurance
companies, RBI said in a notification.

However, banks still require the
approval of the apex bank for setting up
insurance companies or joint ventures
with equity participation or for making
investments in insurance companies for
providing infrastructure and services
support.

It has made it clear that the risks, if
any, involved in insurance agency/
referral arrangement should not get
transferred to the business of the bank.

The RBI said banks should not adopt
any restrictive practice of forcing its
customers to go in only for a particular
insurance company in respect of assets
financed by the bank and customers
should be allowed to exercise their own
choice.

It also stated that banks entering into
referral arrangements should also enter
into an agreement with the insurance
company concerned for allowing use of
its premises and making use of existing
infrastructure of the bank.

Despite protests from a section of trade
unions, more British financial services
jobs are destined for India with the
bank, Lloyds TSB, announcing that
1,500 jobs will be created in Bangalore
and Hyderabad by the end of next year.

Lloyds TSB will expand its Bangalore
site, where it currently has 250 staff,
and build a new operation in
Hyderabad.

Easier Bancassurance

More jobs go offshore
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The Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) plans to deploy long-term funds through
take-out financing in large infrastructure projects that prove to be less risky.

This follows the corporation’s recently forged alliance with SBI Capital Markets, whereby
the merchant banker will identify good proposals, analyse them and put them up to LIC.

SBI Caps Chairman Mr. D. P. Roy has been quoted saying that LIC has not as yet
ventured into take-out financing, but the alliance will help activate the take-out financing
market.

"It is easier for us to package the deal if we identify that LIC will be willing to takeover the
financing of the long-term project once the project is on stream," he said.

Take-out financing is a mechanism where a financial institution buys out the term loans
of another institution, usually a bank, so as to eliminate asset-liability mismatch.

This means commercial banks will provide the start-up finance for infrastructure projects,
and these assets will be taken over by long-term lending institutions. This offers banks
long-term refinancing for infrastructure projects.

LIC is keen to deploy funds at more competitive rate than those available in the market,
provided the risk profile of the project suits the corporation, LIC Chairman
Mr. S. B. Mathur said.

LIC is keen to invest large amounts at a cheaper rate in big projects which are less risky,
he added.  Once a project is on stream, the interest rate on loans automatically decreases
as the risk profile is less.

A number of viable infrastructure projects are in the pipeline including airports, roads
and ports, which require long-term funds.

Banks have limitation in lending and face asset-liability mismatch when invest long-term
funds. Further, added Mr. Roy, there are regulatory restrictions in terms of company
exposure and industry exposure.

"The banks cannot lend for more than seven to eight years in any long-term projects and
LIC can take over the financing from the banks after this period," he said.

However, take-out financing has been a non-starter. Infrastructure Development Finance
Corporation (IDFC), a forerunner in pushing take-out financing, explains this is because
many banks are willing to give long-term loans on their own, despite the asset-liability
mismatch as they have only short-term deposits.

The alliance with SBI Caps will help LIC meet the stipulated infrastructure lending laid
down by the IRDA to the extent of 15 per cent of investible funds.

Apollo Hospitals is launching a community-
based health insurance package for
expatriate Indians, it is reported.

"We hope to finalise a community-based
package for NRIs and people of Indian
origin,” Chairman of Apollo Hospitals
Dr. Pratap C. Reddy has been quoted saying
at a press meet.

Dr. Reddy said the idea originated when
an NRI hailing from Ahmedabad asked the
hospital to formulate a special health
scheme for the large Gujarati population
overseas. Apollo then decided to extend the
plan to all expatriate Indians.

The company is in touch with Indian
associations in the Middle East, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Thailand and other places with
large Indian populations.

Apollo Hospitals is working on the success
of similar community-based projects in
Karnataka. These will be replicated in other
Indian states with the active participation
of state governments, it is reported.

"No individual can afford healthcare today.
For it to be affordable, the cost of
healthcare has to be a shared burden,"
Dr. Reddy said.

The community scheme being evolved
envisages an individual paying $400 per
annum towards insurance premium and
getting full coverage for transportation and
hospitalisation for almost all medical
problems and critical surgeries.

The Bank of Rajasthan is planning its own
life insurance company.

The bank has tie-ups with Birla Sun Life
and Bajaj Allianz for life and general
insurance distribution.

Now a corporate agent, the Bank of
Rajasthan is planning to have its own life
insurance subsidiary by 2007, the time by
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Apollo health
cover for NRIs

which its net worth is expected to touch
Rs. 500 crores.

As per the guidelines of the IRDA, any entity
wishing to have an insurance subsidiary
should have a minimum net worth of
Rs. 500 crore.

The stipulation comes in the backdrop of
life insurers likely to face losses in the initial

years since they need to bring in more capital
with increase in business and maintain high
solvency margin.

The bank is aiming to be a one-stop financial
super bazar offering wide range of products
in the years to come and it is also distributing
mutual funds of LIC Mutual Fund.

With interest spreads and margins getting
squeezed on account of soft interest rate
regime and feeling the need for long-term
resources, several banks are keen on foraying
into life insurance business.

Bank of Rajasthan’s life company plans
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The SARS outbreak could cost the Singapore insurance industry as much as S$130
million, much smaller compared to the US$30 billion (S$52 billion) that it costs
insurance firms in East Asia.

The modest cost to Singapore insurers is mainly because the individual claims
have been small in size and also because Singapore was swift in bringing the
disease under control.

Some insurers may have accumulated losses not only from health insurance, but also
from other liabilities like the cancellation of business trips and events, it is reported.

Two-and-a-half years after HIH collapsed, the federal government in Australia
has ordered two fresh inquiries into the insurance sector.

Professor Kevin Davis, from the University of Melbourne, will examine whether a
scheme should be introduced to guarantee support for policyholders whenever an
insurer fails.

And a former Treasury Officer, Gary Potts, will investigate whether the rules
governing general insurance should extend to mutual funds which offer insurance-
like products on a discretionary basis and to foreign insurers offering policies direct
from overseas.

The reviews were announced by the Treasurer, Peter Costello, in response to the
April report of the HIH Royal Commission.

Some of the other 61 policy recommendations made by the Royal Commissioner,
Justice Neville Owen, have been captured by the Government’s corporate law reform
package, due for release next month.

These include issues such as the independence of auditors and pay for company
directors.

Costello has referred most of the recommendations to other bodies. He has passed
on 15 suggestions to the main insurance regulator, the Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority (APRA), many aimed at fixing its failure to pick up HIH’s
frailty until too late.

The Royal Commissioner, who went into the HIH collapse, Justice Owen, in his
report said: “APRA missed many warning signs, was slow to act and made
misjudgements about some vital matters.”

His recommendations include that the authority become more aggressive in its
overseeing of insurers, offer higher pay and better training to its staff, and build up
more insurance expertise. Changes have already been made to its top structure.

Justice Owen’s recommendations on reducing taxes and levies applied to insurers
have been passed on to state and territory governments.

Others will be considered by the Australian Stock Exchange and accounting and
actuarial professional bodies.

Profits at Swiss Re, the world’s second
biggest reinsurer, have surged more than
five-fold on the back of the stock market
recovery and rising premiums.

The company said it made 691 million
Swiss francs ($489 million) in the first
six months of this year, up from 118
million in the same period of 2002.

The much-improved figures are the result
of the reinsurance industry’s realignment
following the 9/11 tragedy, which cost all
the main players dearly, and the stock
market slide since 2000.

The heavy losses they sustained in
2001 meant premiums across the sector
rose this year, underpinning the gains
at Swiss Re.

Munich Re, its larger rival, reported a fifth
straight quarter of losses, but said the
better premiums meant a profit on its
underwriting business, as was the case
at world number five Hannover Re.

The contrast with last year is only partly
the result of the rise in premiums, which
according to Zurich Financial Services
could now be running out of steam.

Unlike recent years, there has been no
major claim to dig a hole in the results of
reinsurance companies, which specialise
in taking risk off the hands of front-line
insurers.

And the turnaround on world stock
markets this year has also played a part,
with most major equity indices up sharply
on where they were this time last year.

In the first half of 2002, Swiss Re had to
write off 917 million francs on its
investments.

But this year, the Dow Jones Stoxx 50, a
benchmark index for European shares,
rose 14 per cent in the three months to
the end of June, compared with a 17 per
cent fall in the same period last year.

Singapore’s SARS bill
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Swiss Re
profits soar
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In response to congressional pressure to
more effectively regulate insurance at the
state level or else face possible
federalisation, the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), (a body
formed by the state insurance
commissioners who regulate insurance in
each of the 50 states in the US) unanimously
passed its revised statement of intent, which
calls for a broad range of modernisation
reforms to be implemented by the states
before 2008 is through.

The document, “A Reinforced
Commitment: Insurance Regulatory
Modernisation Action Plan,” is a revised
version of a similar document passed by
the NAIC in 2000, and was one of a number
of items voted on by the commissioners at
the opening session of the group’s fall
meeting in Chicago.

The statement of intent is specifically
designed, NAIC President Mr. Mike
Pickens (Arkansas) said at the meeting, as
a “calling card to demonstrate to federal
legislators that we are taking the lead in
the effort to make [insurance regulation]
less costly, more efficient while protecting
consumers. This is not a document intended
for regulators or the industry, but for
federal legislators.”

Mr. John Tiner, the new head of Britain’s financial watchdog, the Financial Services
Authority (FSA), pledged to give consumers better protection and cut bureaucracy
for financial companies, areas where it has faced criticism.

The FSA will try to warn people earlier about risky products and misleading
advertising, Tiner said in a speech. The FSA also aims to halve its number of
consultation papers and cut unnecessary regulation, he added.

Mr. Tiner took over as FSA chief executive in September, replacing Mr. Howard
Davies who had led the watchdog since its creation as a super regulator for banking,
insurance and capital markets in 2000. It has been criticised for imposing burdens
on companies and reacting slowly to protect customers.

The FSA was attacked last year after thousands lost money with specialist products
known as split capital investment trusts, many of which were marketed as being
low risk. It was also criticised by customers of life insurer Equitable Life, which
nearly collapsed in 2000.

“Speed is of the essence, as consumers might be reading the misleading material
and writing the cheques that they later regret,”  Mr. Tiner said.

Mr. Tiner, who was the FSA’s head of consumer investment and insurance products,
said he will lead a group that will examine how better to educate consumers about
financial products. The FSA is also developing standards to assess product risk
and alert customers.

“This is not product regulation through the back door, but a tool to provide an early
warning of products... that present particular dangers to consumers,” Mr. Tiner said.

FSA wants to protect consumers better

Swiss Re has been granted a full national reinsurance branch licence by the China
Insurance Regulatory Commission.

In a statement Swiss Re said it expected its Beijing branch to be fully operational
before year-end. The branch will provide comprehensive reinsurance services to
clients throughout China in the property, casualty, life and health sectors.

Swiss Re Chief Executive Officer (Asia division) Pierre Ozendo described the
development as a foundation in its Asia strategy.

“The level of focus and commitment demonstrated by China’s approach to
reinsurance regulation is an example to other emerging markets,” he said.

Swiss Re had estimated that China’s non-life insurance market will grow by a real
average annual rate of 10 per cent between 2003 and 2011 to 23 billion, while the
life insurance market will grow by 17 per cent to $120 billion.

The reinsurer has 70 offices in 30 countries. In Asia Pacific, Swiss Re has 14 offices
and employs over 600 staff, of which 200 are in China.

Swiss Re gets China national
reinsurance branch licence

NAIC to modernise

Mr. Larry A. Silverstein, the developer who
controls the commercial leases at the World
Trade Center site, suffered a major setback
in his effort to collect $7 billion in insurance
payouts by having the 9/11 disaster
considered as two separate terrorist attacks.

The United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit rejected Mr. Silverstein’s
argument. In addition, a separate ruling,
involving three companies that insured the
trade center, could make it more difficult
for Mr. Silverstein to press his claim against
18 other insurance companies, reports say.

But the Second Circuit upheld a lower court
decision that it was by no means certain; a
jury must ultimately decide the matter. A
trial in United States District Court in
Manhattan is not expected to begin before
early next year.

WTC claim
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Dear EditorDear Editor

Left out!

Shivakumar Belavadi writes:

It is indeed a pleasure to know that
more Indians have the coveted
Fellowship of CII. It is one of those
occasions where one feels happy to be
corrected.

I was given a compendium by CII,
London, of persons who have completed
the Fellowship since inception. This was
the basis on which the
narrative appeared in 'The Journey'.

I thank you for your advice of putting
some depth into the article so that people
wanting to pursue this path of  FCII
would benefit. To date I have received
over fifty enquiries seeking help in the
process and stating that the process
which was vaguely known to them has
been detailed.

 Mr. M. Arunachalam, who completed his
Fellowship in 1965 (no: 11 in the list)
has sent me a warm emotional message.
It was touching receiving such a message
from a person who completed it when I
was 2 years old!

 It is very satisfying to be of use to people
who are eager to pursue the path.
Thanks for your suggestion.

It was interesting to read
Mr. Shivakumar Belavadi’s article
("The Journey" – Earning the CII,
London, Fellowship, IRDA Journal,
September, 2003). I am sure many young
professionals would be encouraged to
appear for the examinations for this
prestigious qualification. 

Further, I wish to inform you that I cleared
my ACII in 1992 scoring distinction in
four subjects and was awarded the coveted
'Alexander Howden' award for the
meritorious performance amongst the

candidates outside the UK. Subsequently,
I successfully completed my FCII in the
year 1995 and was awarded the diploma
and the title "Chartered Insurer" on 26th
March, 1996. 

I  joined United India Insurance
Company as a AAO in 1981 and have
since been working with various
insurance companies in India and
abroad. 

We are currently training three of our
employees in our company to appear for
these exams. 

It appears that this information was
perhaps not made available to
Mr. Belavadi and hence I thought it fit
to convey the same. I hope the
IRDA Journal would be kind enough
to mention this fact in the next issue.  

It would be my pleasure to assist other
aspiring candidates in this region to
take up this examination. 

Raghavan Krishnan
Managing Director

Foresight Insurance Management
Services (P) Ltd., Bangalore

I was surprised to read that only 23
Indians had been made Fellows of the
Chartered Insurance Institute, London.
The list I find covers the names of
Fellows who had worked in Indian
companies either before or after
nationalisation of life or general
insurance companies in India.

Neither my name (Fellow in 1960), or
that of my friends and ex-colleagues who
had worked in overseas general
insurance companies in India prior to
nationalisation in 1973 has been
included in the list. In fact, the number
of Fellows of the Chartered Insurance
Institute from India was quite large.
Perhaps the CII would be unaware of
the nationality of the Fellows elected
by them.

S. K. Seth
Delhi

(Former CMD of New India and
National Insurance)

Your article on acquiring the CII
Fellowship was interesting. I am sure
it will inspire many of us to acquire the
prestigious fellowship.

However, on going through the list of
fellows from India, I would like to point
out that the name of Mr.Praveen Gupta,
General Manager, Bajaj Allianz
General Insurance Company Limited,
is missing. Mr.Praveen Gupta is also
Fellow of CII since 2003.

Santosh Balan
Manager - Corporate

Communications
Bajaj Allianz General Insurance

This is good news. Mr. Belavadi, as he
explains in his letter, acquired the list
of fellows from the Institute and it
perhaps needs updating. Going by the
response we will be carrying news of
more new Fellows in the future. - Editor

Questions, comments or just your reflections on what we published.  We would like to hear them,
and so would our thousands of readers.Write them down and send to:

Editor, IRDA Journal,
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority,
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh,
Hyderabad 500 004 or e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org

Tell us!
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Fill this form and send it to us.

Name : ___________________________________
Designation : ___________________________________
Company/Organisation : ___________________________________
Nature of business : ___________________________________
New Mailing Address : ___________________________________

___________________________________
___________________________________

Phone : ___________________________________
e-mail : ___________________________________
Website : ___________________________________

Our Address : Editor
IRDA Journal
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor
5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad 500 004
or e-mail us at: irdajournal@irdaonline.org

Change of Address?
L to R: Mr. S. V. Mony, Vice Chairman, AMP Sanmar Assurance Company,
Mr. Venkatesh Mysore, Managing Director, MetLife (India), Mr. T. K. Bannerjee,
Member, (Life) IRDA and Mr. C. S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA, huddle together in an
informal moment during the Insurance Forum organised by the IIRM

The Institute of Insurance and Risk Management (IIRM) held a
one-day Insurance Forum on the topic Current Developments in
the Insurance Industry and Future Prospects on September 23 at
Hyderabad.

 Forum!
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The IRDIRDIRDIRDIRDA JournalA JournalA JournalA JournalA Journal was launched in December, 2002, to serve as the forum for stakeholders of the insurance industry to make their views and experiences
known to the Regulator and to teach others. You have supported us with your views and suggestions on various aspects of what is happening in the industry
and your experiences and ideas. Where your support has been most visible and encouraging is in the steadily increasing requests for copies that arrive at
the office expressing interest in the contents of the Journal, encouraging us to take strength in the belief in which the publication was launched, which is that
the industry needs such a medium of communication to listen to its stakeholders.

Once again, as always, we want your opinion. This time on the Journal itself. The Journal is shortly to complete its first year of existence. To help us take
stock of where we have come and what needs to be done ahead, please answer the following questions and send it back to us by post to:
Editor
IRDA Journal,
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B , Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad – 500 004
Or e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org.
Please transcribe your envelope with the words ‘IRDA Journal Survey’ or mention this in the subject line of your e-mail. Please feel free to use extra sheets of
paper if you need them.

Do you find the IRDA Journal useful in your day to day work?

What sections are the most useful and what can be bypassed in future when we revamp contents?

What new sections or types of articles (including topics) would you like to see regularly featured in the Journal?

Do you find the writing in the Journal easy to read and understand. Is the reading experience enjoyable?

What needs to be done with regard to writing, rewriting and editing?

Your comments on the design, layout and use of visual elements in the Journal.

Name : ...................................................................................................................

Address : ...................................................................................................................

  ...................................................................................................................

Company : ...................................................................................................................

E-mail : ...................................................................................................................

Dear ReadersDear Readers

Have your say!
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If insurance is desirable for the rich, it is
essential for the poor....despite the efforts
of LIC and others, the insurance cover for

rural population is still inadequate.

We need a micro-insurance scheme.

Mr. N. S. Sisodia, Secretary,
Financial Sector, Government of India

Why do we care about financial
reporting? Put simply, we care because
capital is the engine of our economy,

and information is the oil that keeps the
engine running smoothly.

US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
Commissioner, Ms. Cynthia A. Glassman

The listener’s interaction with the medium
(radio) is almost personal. It is therefore

necessary to look at radio as a part of the
regular media plan.

Mr. S. V. Mony, Vice Chairman,
AMP Sanmar Assurance Company

And we must price properly for uncertainty. In the
past the industry seems to have used investment
return as a proxy for pricing for uncertainty on

long tail business. As we have seen, that
methodology has failed to deliver shareholder

value. It has been argued that backward looking
reserving techniques are an imperfect way of
dealing with the impact of legal change on

indemnity cost. But equally there is an argument
that says something will always happen to shift the
goal posts. So why not price for it? Or walk away?

Mr. Nick Prettejohn, Chief Executive, Lloyd’s of
London at the Chartered Insurance Institute,

London’s Annual Conference

The prize here is very great indeed.
If capable consumers acting collectively can

be a more influential force in the market,
there could be a consequently less rigorous

regulatory regime.

Mr. John Tiner, Chief Executive of the Financial Services
Authority, (FSA) UK’s main financial regulator

“ ”

Insurance to the poor is a difficult task
but the micro-finance institutions can

collaborate with insurers for delivery and
servicing mechanism to come up with

such schemes.

Mr. C. S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA



Events

October 20-21, 2003
Venue: Washington, D.C.
NAIC International Insurance Issues Conference
This conference is designed to explore recent developments and
progress in international insurance regulation and global
insurance markets including trade, international accounting,
reinsurance, and solvency regulation.

November 3, 2003
Venue: Tel Aviv
Lloyd’s Chairman Lord Peter Levene is to host a Lloyd’s seminar.
The extended half-day event will include addresses from various
underwriters on the development and trends in their particular line
of business. The seminar will include a networking lunch and
Lloyd’s invites any market practitioners interested in the event to
attend.

November 3-8, 2003
Venue: Pune
Workshop on Distribution Channel Management (Life) by
National Insurance Academy (NIA)

November 10-12, 2003
Venue: Pune
Workshop on Micro Insurance by NIA

November 13-15, 2003
Venue: Pune
Workshop on Distribution Channel Management (Non-Life)

November 24-25, 2003
Venue: Pune
Seminar on IT Governance

November 27-29
Venue: Pune
Programme on Cyber Liability

November 9-12, 2003
Venue: Singapore
The Third International Underwriting Congress
featuring 50 Experts from the World’s Leading Insurers and Reinsurers

RNI No: APBIL/2002/9589


